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TAKE A HARD DRIVE
TO AN EASY WIN.
JUST DRIVE. AND WIN.
Service your MAN truck or bus and win great MAN merchandise
Show your MAN pride with great MAN merchandise! Next time you service your MAN bus
or truck enter the MAN Drivers’ Rewards Programme. Drivers can enter according to one
of ten criteria, with four categories of prizes. The more criteria you qualify for, the bigger
your prize! At the end of the year we will draw four lucky winners from each dealership
(One from each category). The more you enter, the greater your chances.
Terms and conditions apply.
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w h eel n u t

Steaming into history
I recently discovered the
fascinating past of South
African rail…

g av i n m y e r s

C

olour me ignorant, but I had no idea
there was a transport museum in
the historical town of George, in the
Western Cape. So, imagine my surprise
when I came across it while taking
some rest and recreation time in the

area.
I was, I’ll admit, a little disappointed when I realised
it was a Transnet Transport Museum (one of two in the
country, apparently; the other in Kimberley). While I
admire their stupendous engineering, I’ve never really
had a thing for trains... However, I do have a thing for
history, and that made me very excited indeed.
I was pleased to learn that, while the centrepiece of
the museum is the history of the country’s railways and
some notable locomotives from its past, the exhibits
also touch on air, maritime and (to a very small extent,
mainly to do with the railways) road transport. There is
also a collection of privately owned vintage and classic
cars to enjoy.
For a mere R20 per adult, browsing the 14 000 m2
exhibition imparts a real sense of cross-country transport
as it once was. Climbing aboard the 1893 President
Kruger, or Locomotive 1, the “Roos”, I could only imagine
the toil of those tasked with operating such steam
locomotives.
Many of the coaches are open to walk through,
displaying period furniture, fittings and paraphernalia
such as crockery and silverware. Photographs, train
number plates and name plaques caught my eye, as
did the buffet price lists (90c for a hamburger, anyone?)
and the Cape Colony vaccination notice from 1893.
Naturally, you can have a coffee and snack in one of
the dining cars.
Through the Transnet Foundation, the company
claims to “commit to high-quality conservation
outcomes for its heritage assets to retain their heritage
significance to the greatest extent feasible...” With a
history that can be traced back to the early 1850s, I
left the exhibition with a sense of happiness that this
seems to be a successful initiative (with the notable
exception of the now lost Outeniqua Choo Tjoe).
History-inspired Googling has now ensued, and I’ll
be making a point of visiting more notable museums
every now and then. I believe there’s a good one, filled
with vehicles of many types, in the south of Joburg... F
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HOW GOOD
IT IS WON’T
SURPRISE YOU.
HOW MUCH
IT SAVES
YOU WILL.

Fuel accounts for nearly half the Total Cost of Ownership
of a truck. Which is why we concentrate on making ours as
economical as possible. With Scania, you’re paying for incredible
reliability and the highest levels of uptime.
So can you have a truck that’s every bit as good as you expect,
but ends up costing less than you thought? YES YOU CAN.
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cover story

EXCLUSIVE!
We speak to Iveco’s
Pierre Lahutte!
The 20 18 IAA was a l l a b out e- m ob il it y a n d sav i n g t h e p l a n e t. H ow e v e r , n ot a l l t h e
soluti ons present ed at t h e fa ir a r e ide a l fo r A f r i ca . D o e s t h i s me a n t h at t r a n sp o rt e rs
on thi s con t inent ca n forget a b out g o i n g g r e e n ? M ost de f i n i t e ly n ot, says P i e r r e
Lahutte, Iv eco b r a nd pr es id ent, in a n e xc lu si v e i n t e rv i e w w i t h C H ARLEEN CLARKE

magine Coca-Cola exhibiting at a trade fair,
but there isn’t a drop of Coke to be found on
the stand – just water.
That’s more or less what Iveco did at this
year’s IAA. While diesel-powered vehicles
still represent over 95 percent of the company’s sales,
there wasn’t one single diesel-powered vehicle on its IAA
stand. Instead, the stand was populated by 18 electric,
compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural
gas (LNG) vehicles.
Some would say that this was an extremely risky decision

I
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– but Lahutte disagrees. “Were we daring? Yes, most
certainly. Iveco is the first manufacturer in the history of the
IAA to present a stand without a single diesel engine – on
the vehicles or the truck bodies,” he says.
“Did we take a risk? No, definitely not. I would not take a
risk with the brand that I’m in charge of. It’s too important
to so many people,” Lahutte responds. “The fact that we
don’t have diesel-powered vehicles on our stand doesn’t
mean that we’re not going to sell any diesel vehicles. We
just wanted to position Iveco as a brand that is ready for
the future.”

cov e r s tory

Above : Aligning with Iveco’s diesel-free stand, Shell displayed
a CNG/LNG filling station and an electric charging station on the
stand. Pictured with Lahutte is Lauran Wetemans, general manager
downstream LNG at Shell.
Le f t: In the first time ever at the IAA, Iveco’s stand was completely
free of diesel products. Lahutte says that Iveco has gone from being a
pioneer in alternative drivelines to a leader.

The Iveco brand president reveals that he was tempted to
have a diesel-free stand one year ago at Solutrans. “It would
have been very daring, but my team told me that it was too
early. They were right. Now, the reality is that we simply
COULD do this – because we have every conceivable
alternative solution to offer to the marketplace!” he notes
with pride.
In fact, Lahutte contends that a diesel-free stand was the
only logical option. “We needed to offer tangible proof that
we are ready with alternative vehicles that are commercially
available right now – and they’re also viable for transport
operators. Also, what I think is especially significant is that
every single vehicle on our stand is already a sales success.
I say this because we have sold at least 100 of each of these
vehicles.
“There’s only one exception to this statement: the Crealis
In-Motion-Charging bus, which combines electric overhead
lines with on-board battery energy storage and in-motion
charging. We know that it’s going to be a massive success;
it has already won the Sustainable Bus of the Year 2019
title in the Urban category and the Innovation Award in
the Move Green Energy-Environment category at the
European 2018 Mobility Exhibition in Paris. We have one
small contract for one city for the Crealis, but tenders are
coming in ... so I’m confident of future sales of this vehicle,
too,” he tells FOCUS.
In yet another bold move, Lahutte also took the decision
to shun concept vehicles. “We have moved from being a

pioneer to being a leader in alternative drivetrains. Being a
pioneer is one thing; I can show you fancy prototypes. We
aren’t doing that. We’re not exhibiting dreams. Instead, we
decided to show vehicles that we can sell,” he reveals.
The decision was also taken to exhibit complete vehicles,
which meant working closely with bodybuilders. “What
we are presenting here at the IAA is not a compromise
or a marketing tool; these vehicles all represent ‘green’
solutions for transport operators. It took us 12 months to
develop some of these vehicles, working hand-in-hand
with the bodybuilders.
“For instance, we partnered with Carrier Transicold to
create an industry first: the brand new 26-t 300 kW
(400 hp) Stralis NP rigid equipped with a Frappa body and
featuring Carrier Supra CNG technology. This groundbreaking solution is a 100-percent natural gas, zero-percent
diesel truck with a refrigerated body,” he explains.
Lahutte says he’s delighted with the outcome of all these
efforts. “We didn’t just want to exhibit trucks; we wanted to
show complete green solutions – and that’s exactly what
we have achieved at this IAA,” he says with a smile.
While the Iveco stand was diesel-free, Lahutte believes
that, for now, diesel will still rule on the roads. “I have
no doubt that, in the immediate future, our diesel sales
will remain high. However, vehicles powered by gas and
electric motors will continue to grow in popularity. When
we sit with our customers, they are in disarray because
no one is offering them a solution. We are, however! This
is tangibly demonstrated on this stand, which contains so
many solutions that have been developed in conjunction
>
with customers!” he points out.
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A b ov e l e f t : The Crealis In-MotionCharging bus combines electric overhead
lines with on-board battery energy storage
and in-motion charging.
A b ov e r i g h t : The Iveco Eurocargo
Johnston combines the truck’s CNG
engine with a hydrostatic transmission,
achieving a dramatic reduction
in emissions compared to a traditional,
diesel-powered, truck-mounted sweeper.
B ot to m l e f t : The Iveco Crossway
LE low-entry bus is powered by CNG and
has a range of 600 km. It was recently
named Sustainable Bus of the Year for 2018.
B ot to m r i g h t :
The Daily Blue Power was named
International Van of the Year for 2018. This is
a 40th Anniversary Limited Edition model.

However, he says that a move to “greener” vehicles
is happening surprisingly fast in some sectors. “Thanks
to the development of alternative powertrains, diesel is
slowly losing its grip on the market. In fact, the change
is happening very fast in certain segments, for example
the city-bus sector. Diesel already represents less than
50 percent of our city-bus sales,” Lahutte notes.
“When it comes to heavy trucks, we can offer a gaspowered truck as an alternative to diesel in every single
sector (with the exception of our Astra trucks). We are
seeing the shippers – the likes of Carrefour, Nestle and
Ikea – push for more environmentally friendly trucks. It’s
incredible to see the growth in gas trucks.
“Two years ago, we sold a mere 500 units, mostly
garbage-collection trucks for random tenders in Europe.
Last year, we achieved 1 800 sales, and we will sell more
than 3 000 gas-powered trucks this year! I’m proud to say
that we now have 75 percent of the gas-truck market in
Europe,” Lahutte reveals.
He says that the growth in sales of gas-powered Iveco
trucks simply makes sense. “These vehicles have taken the
market by storm – for good reason. A gas-powered truck
is far superior to a diesel; there is no doubt! It drives better
and the cost of operation is mind blowing,” Lahutte points
out.
So, there you have it: Iveco is undoubtedly the leader
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in alternative powertrains in Europe, but what of Africa?
Generally speaking, operators on this continent cannot
afford to go the all-electric route. For now, it’s just too costly
– and they won’t pay a premium for sustainability.
Does this mean that this continent is stuck in the
environmental dark ages? “No, most certainly not. There are
definitely environmental solutions for Africa and, of course,
South Africa,” stresses Lahutte.
The Iveco brand president reveals that the company
has just sold 50 gas-powered Crealis buses to the city
of Abidjan, Cǒôte d’Ivoire. “Gas is totally under-utilised in
Africa! There is huge availability of gas. It doesn’t need
to be refined or transformed (as is the case with oil that
needs to be transformed into diesel). It’s available on
site and it’s usable. In fact, it is often burnt in production
because it’s not used. There is a tremendous opportunity
in Africa for sustainable transport, using gas. It is the
cheapest possible solution – and it’s one that saves the
planet too,” he enthuses.
Lahutte says that the Abidjan deal could be the
environmental turning point for the continent. “This isn’t just
a breakthrough for us (Iveco). It’s a breakthrough for Africa
and sustainability on the continent,” he stresses.
So, there you have it. Expect to see many gas-powered
vehicles on our continent – soon. And you can bet your
bottom dollar on them having an Iveco badge up front. F
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M i k e Fitzma ur ic e is the CEO of the Federation of East and Southern Africa Road Transport Associations (Fesarta). He has 42
years of experience in the transport and logistics industry with several major companies in South Africa, as well as overseas exposure
with some of the leading transport companies in six European countries. Since 2004 he has established and run Transport Logistics
Consultants. In May 2015 he became CEO of Fesarta.

Firey consequences
A horri fi c acci dent in
Ta nzani a once aga in
re mi nds us of t h e
importance of proper ly
desi gned border pos t s
when i t comes to
da ngerous-goo ds veh ic l es

n the morning of
Sunday August 22,
the brake system
failed on a Lake Oil
fuel tanker while it
was on the downhill
approach to the Rusumo one-stop
border post (OSBP), on the Tanzanian
side. The driver steered the tanker
through the exit gate and into the
truck park – colliding with vehicles in
the parking area.
The driver died in the vehicle and
the conductor was injured, while six
trucks were burnt out.
There is no fire station, nor are there
emergency services stationed at the
border post, so these services would
have had to be dispatched from either
Kibungo or Kayonza, and would have
taken several hours to arrive on site.
This is an oversight in OSBP design,
where there are high volumes
of tankers and vehicles carrying
dangerous goods such as flammable
commodities. The extent of damage
caused by this accident could have
been minimised if there had been
emergency services on site. This is an
issue Fesarta has raised continuously
at border posts in southern and
eastern Africa.
Tankers and other vehicles carrying
dangerous goods and particular
commodities that are flammable,
toxic or harmful to the environment,
need to be separated from other
cargoes and prioritised, or fasttracked through border posts. They
should also be parked separately
from other cargoes and preferably in

O
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a containment area with safe run-off
and proper drainage in the event of
a spillage.
I refer in particular to our report on
the Busia OSBP, in which the potential
for a similar situation with tankers
queuing through Busia town (where
there are food vendors all along
the road cooking on open fires) was
clearly identified.
The 2013 fire at Kasumbalesa
border post was caused by two
tankers colliding in the queue,
rupturing the tank of the one tanker
and causing a spillage of fuel that
ignited when it came into contact with
an open fire used for cooking. A total
of 43 trucks (including their cargoes)
were burnt out, and 12 people were
severely injured and suffered thirddegree burns.
These
burnt-out
wreckages
have never been removed by the
authorities and are still there today as
constant reminders of what happened
and what could potentially happen
again – and which has, in fact, now
happened at Rusumo.
The potential for these situations
to be repeated continues to exist

at other border posts in the region,
such as Tunduma, where there is
a similar situation of large volumes
of tankers queuing through the
town of Tunduma with food vendors
cooking on open fires alongside the
road. These are potential disasters
of catastrophic proportions waiting
to happen, which could have fatal
consequences for many innocent
people and communities, yet the
governments and authorities in the
region go on about their business
as if this is not their problem, and
continue to do nothing about the
situation.
I cannot stress enough that
something has to be done about
this problem, especially when in the
planning stage of the development
of OSBPs, or joint border posts,
and when upgrading/modernising
existing border posts in the region –
and, in fact, all regions in Africa. F
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Designed to Deliver. Forget the Rest!
Whatever the Payload. FT is your choice in Distribution.

Powerstar FT 3

Powerstar FT 5

• Cummins ISF3.8s3154
• ZF Ecolite 6S500TO
• Max torque 500Nm
• Power 115Kw@2600rpm
• GVM 7500kg

• Cummins ISF3.8s3154
• ZF Ecolite 6S500TO
• Max torque 500Nm
• Power 115Kw@2600rpm
• GVM 8700kg

From

3 Ton

R285 000*
Excl VAT

2 YEARS
WARRANTY
UNLIMITED
MILEAGE

From

5 Ton

R295 000*
Excl VAT

*Chassis cab only

*Chassis cab only

Terms and conditions apply. Subject to availability and finance approval. Prices exclude VAT, on-the-road costs and licence fees. Price based on chassis cab only.

GAUTENG Centurion +27 12 940 1780/50 • Jet Park +27 11 390 8160 MPUMALANGA Middelburg +27 13 246 2606 KWAZULU-NATAL Empangeni +27 35 772 1739
• Pietermaritzburg +27 33 846 0500 • Westmead +27 31 700 1222 CAPE TOWN Milnerton N7 +27 86 117 6937 • Paarl +27 21 862 5400
EASTERN CAPE Port Elizabeth +27 41 817 5402 NORTH WEST Klerksdorp +27 18 464 2336

A brand of

POWERST R

trucks built to last

Tel: 012 940 1780 / 012 940 1750
www.everstarindustries.com
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Eco n o mi ca l ly m o b i l e

@EconometrixZA

SAM R ol l a n d is an automotive and transport economist at Econometrix. He is responsible for writing the Quarterly Automotive
Outlook at Econometrix, as well as commentary and analysis on vehicle sales and transport price drivers. Prior to joining Econometrix,
Rolland spent a number of years as an economist for the National Treasury of South Africa. He has also worked at Bloomberg New
Energy Finance as a research analyst in conventional power.

Here we go again
To the surpri se of m a ny
economi sts, Sout h A f r ica
has once agai n ent er ed a
techni cal reces s ion

ata revisions down
the line may yet
save us (although
this can work the
other way too, as the
first quarter gross domestic product
(GDP) outcome was down to -2,6
percent, from the -2,2 percent initially
reported), but it is likely that we are
entering the first technical recession
since 2009.

Cyril Ramaphosa the poor decisions
and corrupt activities of the Zuma
administration would give way to
sound economic logic and businessfriendly proclamations, which would
induce growth in the economy – the
so-called “Ramaphoria”.
However, indecision and a
continued lack of clarity surrounding
issues such as the mining charter
and land expropriation without
compensation have continued to
weigh heavily on production in the
economy.
The latest Purchasing Managers’

The 2009 recession came at a
time when the world economy
had just crashed from the aftereffects of the great financial crisis
and the global contagion that had
spread, leaving global demand very
weak. This time around, the global
economy is performing well, and
growth in our major trading partners
remains good.
What has changed since 2009? For
one, policy uncertainty. Many in the
economy hoped that under President

Index (PMI) results and business
confidence confirm that the sentiment
from business and the manufacturing
sector is negative. The result of this
has been a reluctance to invest –
and rightly so. Who would invest
at a time when land expropriation
without compensation still has yet to
be clarified by the ruling party?
Our own analysis shows a strong
amount of co-movement between
the growth in fixed investment in the
economy and truck sales.

D
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To further compound the misery,
the currency crises brewing in
Turkey and Argentina have created
a troublesome climate for emerging
markets – even the rand was not
spared weakness, and most recently
dived to above R15 to the dollar. Of
course, many in the industry will have
taken note of the rising fuel price with
much dismay.
In addition, there is a further
problem looming in the not-toodistant future: the tightening of the
repo rate. In recent times, the South
African Reserve Bank has refrained
from raising rates in an attempt to
stimulate growth. While lower inflation
allowed this, months of continued
rises in the price of petrol has pushed
inflation towards the upper band. The
Reserve Bank may soon be forced to
raise rates to curtail inflation, which
is not ideal for a country hoping to
improve the growth outlook ahead of
the elections.
Does the logistics industry share
a similar negative sentiment? From
a macroeconomic perspective,
transport’s contribution to GDP fell
sharply, but freight income actually
had a positive result, leaning on the
positive performance of the mining
sector.
However, domestic producers are
likely to face difficult times ahead,
with the rand pushing the costs of
running fleets and components up,
while the economy has little room
to take on higher end costs. Those
operating on sweated assets may find
themselves in a difficult situation if the
weakness in the economy continues,
and costs continue to tick up. F

F irm a dv ic e

@NLawGlobal

An d r ew Ro b in s on is a director at Norton Rose Fulbright and head of Transport for Africa and practice group leader for Disputes.
He is primarily a transport lawyer and specialises in both the commercial and litigation aspects of international trade, shipping, admiralty,
marine insurance, transport, logistics and marine environmental law, as well as maritime casualty response and subrogated recoveries.

Moving Freight
from Road to Rail
In thi s thre e- pa rt s er ies ,
we di scuss cons id er at ions
perti nent to t h e m ovem ent
of frei ght in a roa d -to- r a il
system

ike several African
countries,
Zambia
is serviced by main
railway lines with
few “branch” lines
connecting the mining
and manufacturing industries. The
country’s new Railways (Transportation
of Heavy Goods) Regulations compel
heavy goods transporters to move 30
percent of bulk cargo from road to
rail. There is a growing call for other
nations to follow suit.
The legislation has not been without
its critics, however, with the lack of rail
connectivity to industry being one of
the greatest concerns.
To address this, Zambian Railways
Limited (ZRL) has proposed the
construction of logistics hubs to
connect industries with the rail system.
Such road to rail nodes, or R2R Hubs,
could be the answer to rail systems
lacking “branch” lines.
They would serve as collection
points for bulk and break-bulk freight,
and should be designed to serve
import and export functions.
Their focus should be on the
collection and distribution of railfriendly and competitive freight,
including bulk and large break-bulk
commodity-based freight.
Various factors must be considered
to make the hubs effective.

L

Location is critically important.
Considerations include:
• Transport interconnectivity and
development, time or distance
travelled prior to goods being

delivered to the R2R Hub;
• Provision for possible future
expansion;
• Functionality of activities in the
hub, cargo capacity, skilled labour
availability, operating costs and fees
to be charged for use;
• Security to protect high-value cargo;
• Provision for the capital investment
required to build the relevant
infrastructure;
• Understanding supply and demand
(the availability and volumes of
products to and from the hub);
• Research of the market to identify
customers in proximity to the hub;
• Knowledge of government policies
and legislation affecting the hub; and
• E nvironmental
considerations
such as the terrain, geography
and
environmental-protection
regulations.
Infrastructure considerations include:
• Common design: While each hub
will have its own infrastructural
characteristics, it would make
economic sense to have many of
the critical elements follow the same
design and construction methods.
• Adequate
connectivity
and
accessibility by road, and proper

connection to the main line by a
branch line or siding(s). These must
be able to deal with the volumes and
demands of the targeted cargo.
• Storage: A basic rule of logistics is
that the handling of goods is kept
to a minimum to reduce costs and
risk of loss or damage. Facilities
would need to be constructed with
both bulk and break-bulk goods in
mind. Where goods are moved in
bond, facilities must meet bonded
warehouse requirements of customs
legislation.
• Sufficient sidings for multiple-unit
trains to be in the hub at any one
time. There may also be a need to
allow for the loading of more than
one unit train at a time.
• Appropriate weighbridges in the
security precinct. Ultimately the rail or
hub operator would be responsible
for goods entering the hub. Trains
leaving the hub would also need to
be weighed.
• Power must be sufficient and
continuous. Consideration should be
given to developing the hub along
“green” lines using as much renewable
energy sources as possible.
• C onstant
and
suitable
telecommunications is imperative. F
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Vic’ s v iew

VIC OLIVER is one of this country’s most respected commercial vehicle industry authorities, and has been in this industry for over 50
years. Before joining the FOCUS team, he spent 15 years with Nissan Diesel (now UD Trucks), 11 years with Busaf and seven years with
International. Do you have a comment or thought you would like to share based on this column? Visit www.focusontransport.co.za and
have your say!

The truck that broke
the bridge’s back?
Could overloaded
heavy-duty tru c k s h ave
contri buted to t h e da m age
to the Kaserne B r id ge?

n South Africa, heavyduty
commercial
vehicles travelling on
most of the country’s
national roads and
highways
are
subjected to strict and professional
policing, to ensure that they are not
overloaded and confirm to the South
African Road Traffic Regulations.
Unfortunately, there is very little
evidence of heavy-duty commercial
vehicles
being
checked
for
overloading in the metropolitan areas
of Gauteng. Could overloaded heavyduty vehicles have contributed to the
damage to the Kaserne Bridge in
Johannesburg, resulting in the need
for an expensive repair?
The South African Road Traffic
Regulations regarding maximum
axle-mass loads are clear and
concise and designed to ensure that
roads and bridges in South Africa are
not damaged by overloaded vehicles.
There are a number of checks that
have to be done to ensure that a
heavy-duty vehicle complies with all
the regulations pertaining to axlemass loads and the bridge formula.
The entire vehicle, or combination,
must be weighed to ensure that it
does not exceed the total permissible
legal mass, while each axle or axle
group must be weighed to ensure
that the maximum axle-mass limit as
prescribed in the regulations is not
exceeded.
Point loading on the surface of
roads and bridges is a major cause
of road and bridge damage. To

I
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protect South African roads and
bridges, Regulation 241 (commonly
referred to as the bridge formula)
was introduced in 1992. It is designed
to ensure that the axle spread of a
vehicle, or combination of vehicles,
is sufficient to eliminate point loading
on the bridges and roads.
It is when consecutive axle groups
of large heavy-duty vehicles are too

closely positioned that point loading
occurs, which causes the damage.
Regulation 241 states that “no
person shall operate on a public
road a vehicle, or combination of
vehicles, the wheels of which are
fitted with pneumatic tyres, if the
total axle-mass load of any group of
axles of such vehicle, or combination
of vehicles, exceed the mass in
kilograms determined by multiplying
the dimension of such group by 2 100
and adding 18 000”.

Again, sadly, there is very little
evidence of this regulation being
enforced in the metropolitan areas
around Gauteng.

How sa fe a r e o ur
b r idge s?
In South Africa we have approximately
30 000 road bridges, some of which
were constructed 100 years ago.

Many of these are still in use today.
Records illustrating the designed
load-bearing capacity of these old
bridges are not all available.
Added to this problem is the
fact that in the past each province
designed its own bridges, so no
common bridge-loading capacity
applies to the country’s network of
bridges. It is, therefore, necessary to
apply the bridge formula to all vehicles
and combinations to ensure that these
old bridges are safe to use. F

H op p ing off

Va ug h a n Mo s ter t lectured on public transport issues at the University of Johannesburg for nearly thirty years. Through Hopping
Off, Mostert leaves readers with some food for thought as he continues his push for change in the local public transport industry.

It’s tough going it alone
Is the conc ept of owner dri ver i nher ent ly fa l s e?

et’s look at two
articles that appeared
on consecutive days
(August 21/22) in
Business Day. One
was written by Mark
Barnes, CEO of the South African Post
Office (SAPO), and the other by Alon
Lits, Uber GM for sub-Saharan Africa.
Barnes, who writes a regular
column in Business Day, suggests
that
“corporates
must
create
entrepreneurs. I recall SAB being a
pioneer in the owner-driver schemes
it launched. A truck ... is a business. It
is time to embrace that model again”.
With growing unease I continued
to read: “An owner-driver will go out
into the market to find those pools of
product that will fill the load ... bloated
cost structures will give way to agile
economic units in search of business
growth opportunities ... driving prices
down competitively as they go.”
This sounds a lot like the 1984 British
white paper on buses, which predicted
that deregulation would stimulate
operators “to provide a greater variety
of services ... offering more choices
to meet people’s needs. Operators
will not be slow to find out what

L

passengers want”.
That certainly didn’t happen with
bus services in Britain, and nor will it
happen in freight transport.
A quick scrutiny of local websites
will show that owner-driver schemes
have produced mixed results over the
past few decades. Where the “mother”
company has given ongoing support,
some schemes have worked. In other
cases, drivers have been thrown to the
wolves. Expecting them to go out and
find business in an overtraded market
is absurd.
I wonder whether the SAPO, itself,
has tried such a scheme. I’m told that
one of the reasons for the current
postal backlog is that the parastatal is
too cash-strapped to pay its delivery
contractors.
Nevertheless, I would suggest that
it tries an experiment based on the
Swiss PostBus system, where vehicles
carry both mail and passengers on
scheduled routes, serving remote,
low-density destinations.
Here’s a start – link up with the
Go!George project and run four round
trips a day between Mossel Bay,
Knysna and Plettenberg Bay, calling at
George Airport on the way.
Now for Uber, which is concerned
about “the significant penalties that

will need to be paid by ride-sharing
companies whose independent
operators (read: owner-drivers) are
found to be transporting passengers
without a legal permit.
The operating-permit issuance
system in South Africa is broken. There
appears to be no sense of urgency
among local authorities to prioritise
the fixing of flawed systems, or to
tackle the ... growing backlogs of
permit applications”.
I have complained for years about
the lack of urgency displayed by local
authorities to fix the public-transport
systems under their control, but in this
case a “lack of urgency” is probably a
blessing in disguise.
Both the freight and passenger
markets in South Africa are overtraded.
Unlike owner-drivers in the freight
industry, where the competition is
usually invisible, the passenger market
is in-your-face and is far more likely to
experience violence, as we in South
Africa know all too well.
Cities throughout the world have
been grappling for some years now
with the unintended results of ridesharing. The Citylab website explains
that ride-sharing companies in
the United States of America “have
lobbied successfully in dozens of
state legislatures to pre-empt various
forms of local regulation” and that
one in particular has “staked its place
... through years of relentless flouting
of local regulations and in some cases
dodging legal enforcement”.
In August, New York became the
first city to place a cap on the number
of ride-sharing vehicles, a step that
other cities would be well-advised to
monitor closely.
So, let’s grant owner-driver and ridesharing schemes their rightful place in
the overall transport set-up in our cities.
They have a part to play, but let’s first fix
existing subsidised networks. F
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Face to fac e

Face to face with
Marcus Hörberg
GAVIN MYERS goes fac e to face wit h th e n e w v i c e p r e si de n t o f Vo lvo G ro u p S o u t h e r n
A f r ica, M a rc u s H ö r be rg

ou’ve been with Volvo for more than two
decades now. What is your background
and what is it about the company that’s
kept you “in the family”?
I grew up in the Swedish countryside, in the
town of Andersdorp and, really, I had no life
before Volvo... When I moved to Gothenburg and began
working at the company, I planned to stay only a couple of
years and then move on, but I’ve had the chance to grow
and develop and work in regions of the world that I really
love.

Y

and other emerging markets. However, South Africa is a
bit more sophisticated, with better infrastructure, so the
vehicles seem to suffer less here.
South African customers are highly demanding; just
like customers in mature markets, they have the same
requirements. I love working with customers and thinking
out the box with them to develop our services – so I’m
looking forward to meeting more South African customers.
What are your core responsibilities in your new role as VP
of Volvo Group SA?
I am responsible for Volvo Group in southern
Africa as well as for the operational
responsibility of Volvo trucks, which is the
biggest business area of the Group in South
Africa. I am also responsible for the Southern
African Development Community (SADC)
export markets.
I’m currently visiting all the regions in South
Africa and will have visited all the SADC
countries by November.
Where would you like the Group to be in
five years’ time?
I want us to be number one – but also to
be perceived as the best partner to our
customers. I want to have contributed to
a better society through the driver and
community development programmes we’re
implementing.

The values that Volvo has are close to my heart as well;
we’re here to make customers successful, but it doesn’t
end there – we can contribute to a prosperous society. I
love the fact that, while I’m growing the success of Volvo,
I’m also helping to grow the success of our customers and
the country.

What do you love most about the
commercial-vehicle industry?
I’m not a technical person, however, I like the fact that the
transport industry connects many other industries. Working
closely with our customers, I get to know how the individual
societies work, so for me, as a “backpacker” who travels
emerging markets, I get a good picture of the countries in
which I’ve worked.

You’ve worked in markets such as Peru and Morocco, and
you’ve said you enjoy the challenge of emerging markets.
How does South Africa compare?
I have been passionate about emerging markets since I
was studying (financial economics). Volvo, being a global
company, has made it possible to work in these regions,
but, having only been here for three months, it’s a little
early to say...
There seem to be many similarities between South Africa

Generally speaking, what is your opinion of South Africa
so far?
It’s a beautiful country from what I’ve seen so far (which,
unfortunately, is not much). In the past, I’ve met many
people who have been here and I have not heard any bad
things about the country, so it has been on my bucket list
for a long time.
I love the outdoors and I enjoy hiking, so my first trip will
be to the Drakensberg. I’m sure I’ll enjoy it. F
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Tra il ers

Greener dieselpowered refrigerated
transport
The global p us h for c l ea n, environme n ta l ly f r i e n dly l i f e st y l e s h as a f f ec t e d e v e ry
i ndustry i nc lud ing r ef r iger at ed t r an sp o rt. Whi l e g r e e n a lt e r n at i v e s mi g h t n ot be
afforda b l e for a l l oper ator s , so me sma l l c h a n g e s ca n h av e a bi g i mpac t

he global refrigerated trailer market is
expected to be worth US$ 7,1 billion
(R103 billion) by the end of 2021, according
to a report by Persistence Market Research.
An estimated 315 427 trailers were
manufactured in North America in 2017, while in Europe
around 250 000 trailers with a gross vehicle weight of ten
tonnes are registered annually.
A large number of these are refrigerated trailers. The
industry might be large and promise growth, but it also
contributes greatly to pollution.
According to United Kingdom (UK) motoring news
organisation Auto Express, the diesel-powered refrigeration
generators on UK roads produce the same amount of
harmful emissions as 1,8 million cars. While the UK has

T
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adopted the European legislation on transport refrigeration
units, which will be implemented in January 2019, it won’t
affect those units already on the road.
Despite the push for cleaner transport, old refrigerated
units will continue to receive government support. The UK
Food Storage and Distribution Federation (FSDF) warned
that an additional £100 million (R1,9 billion) would be added
to the cost of delivering food if government subsidies are
stopped in response to the emissions from older units.
South African transporters might also not have many
alternatives to diesel-powered refrigerated trailers
– particularly smaller businesses. However, controlling
the temperature of refrigerated trailers could reduce the
CO2 emissions released during the refrigeration process,
according to a study by Helena Stellingwerf and colleagues.

? ??????????????

Stellingwerf
notes:
“Road
transportation
is responsible for a considerable part of global
emissions. Temperature-controlled transportation
creates even more emissions than ambient
temperature transport, because of the extra fuel
requirements for cooling and because of leakage of
refrigerant.”
According to a 2012 report, transport contributed
14 percent to global CO2 emissions. For conventional
diesel-powered refrigerated transport, these
greenhouse emissions can be as high as 40 percent.
In order to address the extreme emissions released
by refrigerated transport, Stellingwerf suggests
improving efficiency through optimising vehicle
routes.

O p t i m i s i n g tr an s p o rt
According to Stellingwerf, most refrigerated transport
units lose cold air through the trailer wall during >

For further detailed information regarding OptiLockTM contact:

Main Branch: 011 450 2052
Pinetown Branch: 031 701 6351
Cape Town Branch: 021 552 1231

www.wabco.co.za
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a trip and when the doors are opened for loading and
offloading. The findings show that increasing driving time to
around ten hours improved efficiency. The ideal speed for
refrigerated transporters is around 60 km/h, although load
and distance could affect the ideal speed.
Unsurprisingly, the study found that by reducing the
external temperature in which the vehicle operates, the
emissions can be reduced by as much as 30 percent.
While transport operators can’t control the weather, they
can consider delivering products in the evenings or early
mornings when it is cooler.

with and observation of practitioners, we found that there
are probably improvement possibilities by changing ways
of working.
“For example, the docks at which trucks connect to
the temperature-controlled distribution centres are not
always airtight. This causes warm air to enter the centre
and it thus increases the energy use. In other cases, we
saw that drivers already opened their truck hoping that
they would have to wait less time to be connected to the
dock.”
Opening the doors of the vehicle can cause the
refrigeration unit to overheat and
compromise food quality. Stellingwerf
argues: “A first step for companies
to reduce emissions and costs in
temperature-controlled transportation
would be to critically evaluate these
kinds of practices.”
Optimising the route of the
refrigerated transport is the best solution
to reduce emissions. However, there
is also technology to ensure that the
refrigerated trailer performs at its best.

Op t im ising t hro ugh
t ec hno lo gy

Opti mi s i ng loa d in g
The loading and offloading processes can also be
streamlined to ensure that the temperature in the vehicle is
better maintained. Stellingwerf notes: “In our communication
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Clinton Holcroft, MD of Serco Industries
– a manufacturer of insulated and
dry-freight truck bodies and trailers
– notes that refrigerated-transport
operators often struggle to maintain the
temperature in their trailers.
“Some of the most pressing
challenges for the industry are the
ability to maintain thermal efficiency
of the load by ensuring correct panel
thicknesses and refrigeration unit selection, and meeting
the customer’s requirement with regard to payload, volume
and temperature,” he says.
“There are a variety of panel thicknesses to retain
temperatures. PVC strip curtains can be fitted to keep cool

Enlightened

? ??????????????

Transport Manufacturers
- choose strong, light-weight, durable
and corrosion resistant aluminium.
air in when offloading stock and there are various partitions available, which
allow transport operators to transport multi-temperature loads,” Holcroft states.
The Serco flagship vehicle, Frost Liner, has a stainless-steel exterior cooler
unit guard, which protects the front panels and equipment like the fridge
against damage from hazards such as tree branches. A damaged fridge can
drastically affect temperature in the trailer.
When purchasing a vehicle for refrigerated transport, Holcroft advises:
“Transport operators need to consider the durability of products, elimination
of heat bridges and quality of panels. Serco has introduced new door seals as
one of the ways to eliminate heat bridges and improve thermal performance.
The new injected foam panels found in Serco trailers and bodies retain
temperature and improve efficiency.”
While it might not be possible for all refrigerated transport operators to
completely eliminate their carbon emissions, small operation changes and
investment in quality refrigerated trailers can make all the difference. F

Bos ch introdu c es
e lectric sem it rai lers
Bosch is making electromobility possible for semi-trucks with
its electrified axle, which was showcased at the IAA Commercial
Vehicles trade show in Hanover, Germany. With this new
technology, the trailer generates power when braking, which is
fed into the trailer units. For refrigerated trailers, it could mean a
saving of up to €10 000 (R171 464) a year.
If the energy from braking powers the cooling unit, Bosh
estimates that refrigerated-transport operators can also save up to
9 000 litres of diesel a year, which further translates into reduced
CO2 emissions. The unit also makes significantly less noise – an
added advantage for refrigerated transporters delivering to urban
supermarkets.
Markus Heyn, member of the Robert Bosch GmbH board of
management, says: “Bosch is making truck rear axles electric and
smart. Our electrification solution makes economic sense and
shows how electromobility can work even in today’s trucks.”
With this innovation and by adding a powertrain to the axle,
Bosch plans to introduce automated trailer parking. It has always
been the duty of the truck driver to transport a trailer in a depot, at
the freight company premises, or at a port. With the new remotecontrolled electric drive and sensors, the trailer will be able to
travel short distances independently.
The technology can be fitted on new trailers, or acquired as a
retrofit solution. In Europe, around 250 000 trailers with a gross
vehicle weight of more than ten tonnes are registered every year,
a fifth of which are equipped with a refrigeration unit.

Aluminium is the metal of choice for the
transport market sector due to its light
weight, formability, corrosion resistance
and strength.
From heat shields and heat exchangers
to running boards, roof racks, suspension
parts, fluid connectors and a myriad of
other components, aluminium works
best.
For transportation chassis’, body
panels and components – aluminium
offers increased payloads, reduced
fuel consumption and durability. Fully
recyclable, mill finished aluminium is
the environmentally friendly choice.
For transport vehicles and components

- Think Hulamin

Re a d the ful l study by Helena Stel l i ngwerf an d co l l e ague s
title d : Re duci ng CO 2 emi ssi ons i n temperature-co n t ro l l e d road
transportati on usi ng the LDVRP m o d e l
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tra n sp o rt m o nt h

Celebrating
what’s good
Often sl at ed for b eing l it t l e m o r e t h a n a n o p p o rt u n i t y fo r g ov e r n me n t to
meani nglessly toot it s own h or n, t r a n sp o rt mo n t h do e s, h ow e v e r , sta n d as a r e mi n der
of how m uc h t h er e is to cel eb r at e a bo u t o u r roa d, a i r , p o rt a n d r a i l t r a n sp o rt
inf r as t ruct ur e. G a r e t h G r e at h e a d r e p o rt s

T

ransport month was launched in 2005 at
the Transport Lekgotla. The current theme,
“Together we move South Africa forward”,
was launched in October 2016 and runs for
five years.

Gov ern ment
Ishmael Mnisi, spokesperson for the Department of
Transport (DoT), says: “Transport month is used to raise
awareness on the important role of transport in the
economy, and to encourage participation from civil
society and business in the provision of a safe and more
affordable, accessible and reliable transport system.”
The goal is to showcase transport infrastructure projects,
promote the use of public transport and promote the
country’s road-safety initiatives. “A key component of
transport month is to incentivise commuters of every
social-economic category to travel on public transport. This
is good for the environment and it eases congestion while
promoting wellness.
“Our investment in the transport sector is aimed at
stimulating economic development, and addressing the
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challenges of unemployment, poverty and inequality,” says
Mnisi.

Sa fe t y
According to the DoT, South Africa recorded the highest
road death rate of 23,5 per 100 000 people in 2014. This
when the global average was 17,4 fatalities per 100 000
people.
On a more positive note, earlier in the year Chris Hlabisa,
member of Sanral’s board of directors, announced: “The
2017/18 festive season saw an 11 percent drop in road
fatalities from the previous year. This means that 1 500 lives
were saved!
“Sanral recognises that road safety requires more than
seasonal campaigns, communication and awareness – it
requires a change in the culture of road safety.”
Put bluntly, good roads don’t necessarily equate to a
direct reduction in accidents. Accidents cost lives, money
and time, which impacts negatively on the economy. Many
accidents are a result of driver error or recklessness.
Sanral has elevated road safety to be one of the primary
pillars in its strategic activities. It now supports the “Safe

tra nsp ort m onth

System”, recognised globally and
approved by the National Road
Safety Strategy.
This strategy shows how
engineering solutions, innovation
and technology can be merged
with awareness and education to
improve road safety all year round.
Sanral is currently undertaking a
study of its Freeway Management
System, which looks at human
behaviour and pedestrian patterns
on the country’s busiest highways.

A m ut ual ly b e n e fic ia l
r e l atio n s h ip
In terms of secondary services, sales
and manufacturing the automotive
industry employs almost 900 000
workers. In addition, it is the county’s
biggest manufacturer contributing
approximately seven percent to the
country’s gross domestic product
(GDP).
With this in mind, government
set up the Automotive Production
and Development Programme
(APDP) in 2013 to incentivise further

Road safety requires more
than seasonal campaigns,
communication and awareness –
it requires a change in the
culture of road safety.
investment in the sector. The APDP sets a goal of a vehicle
production rate of 900 000 units by 2020. This would raise
the automotive industry’s contribution to 8,5 percent of
GDP. This would include manufacturing of vehicles and
components.
In 2012, 540 000 vehicles were produced, of which
52,4 percent were exported. By 2016, after four years of
the programme being in place, the automotive industry
recorded the highest number of exports ever at 344 822.
This equated to a contribution of R171,1 billion, or 7,4
percent, to GDP.
The 2018 Automotive Export Manual, commissioned by
the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa, reveals achievements made in 2017:
• Vehicle and component production accounted for 30,1

percent of South Africa’s manufacturing output.
• The broader automotive industry’s contribution to GDP
was 6,9 percent.
• The seven major light-vehicle original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) invested a record R8,2 billion,
with an additional R4 billion coming from automotive
component manufacturers.
• Total automotive industry exports for 2017 amounted to
R164,9 billion.

OEMs o ffe r ing sup po rt
Last year, Ford announced a R3-billion investment in
production expansion at its Struandale Engine Plant in Port
Elizabeth. It is also a major contributor to the development
of previously disadvantaged groups.
During a panel discussion at the Manufacturing Indaba
held in Ekurhuleni last year, Joan Busquets, Nissan South
Africa MD, said: “Nissan South Africa is investing in skills
training and development to assist industry initiatives
aimed at addressing the shortage of skilled engineers and
operators in the sector.
“Also in the pipeline is a Nissan Incubation Centre; to
assist small black-owned businesses to get a foot in the
door of the car supply chain,” he said.

Truc k b uil de r s
Recently, Cape Town found itself in the grip of its
worst water crisis for decades. Daimler Trucks & Buses’
FleetBoard division, and the South African Red Cross
Society spearheaded a humanitarian initiative to hand over
25 000 litres of water to the impoverished area of Imizamo
Yethu, in the Cape Town suburb of Hout Bay.
At Volvo Trucks, Joe Pretorius, brand manager, says:
“Corporate social responsibility and improving safety is part
of the Volvo Trucks, culture and is a basis for the confidence
and credibility that our brand enjoys. Our initiatives create
value for our customers, employees, shareholders and
society.”
MAN Automotive SA has assembly operations in Pinetown
in KwaZulu-Natal and Olifantsfontein in Gauteng. Dave van
Graan, head of special sales projects at MAN Automotive,
says: “First, there are training and skills-development
opportunities that our employees are encouraged to attend.
“Second, MAN offers free truck and bus vehicle health
checks to customers with older vehicles, targeting road
safety and preventative maintenance, so that trucks are not
held up on the side of the road, impacting traffic.
“Third, within the South African context, education is
always top of mind for us. We run full-time programmes
through our Training Academy, which are aimed at ongoing
skills transfer in a complex professional industry.”
Transport month serves to remind us how everyone, from
government and the private sector to every motorist and
commuter, has a role to play in furthering the development
of the transport sector and, therefore, the country as a
whole. F
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Like a hot knife
through butter
The sci ence of a erody na m ics is cruc i a l i n e n su r i n g g o o d eco n o my a n d co mfo rt f ro m
a truck. Need l es s to say, t h e a ppl icati o n o f i t h as e vo lv e d so me w h at ov e r t h e y e a r s.
GAVIN M YERS e x p lo r e s t h e to p i c

T

he world has long been in the age of
efficiency and environmental friendliness.
Fewer and fewer countries tolerate old rust
buckets that belch smoke and disturb the
peace as they wheeze towards their next

breakdown...
(Sadly, South Africa is one country that seemingly sees
nothing wrong with this scenario, but that’s a topic for
another day.)
Stricter legislation has meant engineers have had to
push the limits of what is viable for market consumption,
but it is not only about making engines more frugal,
cleaner and quieter. The design of the vehicle is a huge
contributor to the ease with which it moves through the air
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– advanced aerodynamic design will mean the vehicle can
more easily part the air, which means it uses less fuel to do
so, making it more environmentally friendly and quieter for
the occupants.
The concept of aerodynamic drag reduction is not new.
Streamlined vehicles were all the rage before the Second
World War.
In his paper entitled Commercial Vehicle Aerodynamic
Drag Reduction: Historical Perspective as a Guide, Kevin R.
Cooper of the National Research Council of Canada notes
the example of the 1947 Labatt Streamliner.
The Streamliner was created by the Labatt Brewing
Company, mainly for advertising purposes and to provide
larger capacity and higher cruising speeds. The truck
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Chowdhury, et al, of the School of Aerospace, Mechanical
and Manufacturing Engineering, RMIT University,
Melbourne, Australia, state that heavy commercial vehicles
are considered aerodynamically inefficient compared to
other ground vehicles, due to their un-streamlined body
shapes.
“Aerodynamic drag with a semi-trailer truck typically
accounts for 75 to 80 percent of the total resistance to
motion at 100 km/h. A large commercial vehicle travelling
at 100 km/h consumes approximately 52 percent of the
total fuel to provide power to overcome the aerodynamic
drag. Therefore, reducing aerodynamic drag contributes
significantly to the fuel economy of a truck as well as the
reduction of greenhouse-gas emissions,” the report states.
Over time, remedies have been sought. Both recently and
in the past we’ve seen some magnificent-looking, purposedesigned vehicles – like the famed Walmart Advanced
Vehicle Experience, or the Labatt Streamliner.
A more common approach is to add aerodynamic devices
to a standard vehicle. The prime mover is optimised to
part the air, while deflectors, skirts and extensions on the
cab and trailer help close gaps and manage the airflow;
allowing the air to pass uninterrupted around and past the
combination as it moves along.
In some cases these devices alter the size and shape of
the trailer, for example, to a teardrop shape. This returns
significant improvements – although at the sacrifice of
cargo volume, which many operators will not overlook.
In their paper entitled Aerodynamics of Commercial
Vehicles, Thorsten Frank and James Turney note: “Today,
the optimisation of aerodynamics for commercial vehicles
must not be restricted merely to the installation of a device
on the roof of the cabin.
Rather, the vehicle must
be regarded as a complete
system and optimised
accordingly. Aerodynamic
optimisation
must
be
balanced against such
considerations as styling,
ergonomics and soiling (the
water and dirt kicked up by
and/or deposited onto a
vehicle).”
Chowdhury, et al sought
to quantify this. They placed
a 1:10 scale model of a semitruck in a wind tunnel and
A b ov e : The Labatt Streamliner proved the benefits of aerodynamic optimisation in 1947.
experimented on the effects
of six different aero kit configurations on the truck as well
could cruise at 80 km/h (at a time when most trucks were
as trailer.
comfortable at 56 km/h), with a 50-percent larger load.
“The results indicated that partially covering the gaps
Over time, an increasing number of studies were
can enhance the performance for drag reduction, whereas
conducted on the effects of aerodynamics on commercial
full covering indicated the maximum drag reduction. The
vehicles and how to reduce drag. In their report: A Study
aerodynamic fairings have a notable impact on aerodynamic >
on Aerodynamic Drag of a Semi-Trailer Truck, Harun
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drag. The front fairing alone can reduce around 17 percent
of drag.
“Further drag reduction of up to 26 percent is possible
using various combinations of aerodynamic fairings in
different parts of the truck body. Thus, the semi-trailer
truck with maximum amount of surface area covered can
enhance the drag-reduction performance,” they state.
However, in designing mass-market trucks for everyday
use by every customer, original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) engineers face many restrictions and compromises...

“OEMs spend vast sums on making their vehicles
more aerodynamic, but they are hamstrung
by legislation,” comments Cameron DudleyOwen of Aero Truck. “I have no doubt that their
vehicles would look radically different if they had
carte blanche to design solely for aerodynamic
efficiency.
“This is clear if one looks at the configuration
of the Tesla Semi truck tractor compared to
current designs of European OEMs. Significant
advances in the effectiveness of aerodynamics,
and consequent fuel savings, can be made if
legislation were to be amended to accommodate
such advances,” he adds.
This quandary also applies to OEM aerodynamic kits,
which need to be designed to accommodate a broad
spectrum of applications. “OEM aerodynamic additions are
a compromise, because it is impossible to design the kits
to cater for every aftermarket application for which a truck
may be used,” Dudley-Owen says.
Similarly, in South Africa, the maximum length of an
articulated superlink configuration is 22 m. This means that
the addition of boat tails to the rear of the trailer, which
create a significant reduction in drag as the air separates
from the trailer body, is illegal.
“Trials have shown that these can add a further twopercent reduction in aerodynamic drag, which forms in the
vortex behind the trailer, but again, these are not yet legal
on European or South African roads. This is a pity since this
vacuum causes significant drag once the vehicle reaches
operating speeds of 80 km/h,” Dudley-Owen explains.
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A report by the Chalmers University of Technology
references on-road tests by the Society of Automobile
Engineers (SAE) in 2006, which showed fuel savings of
around ten percent from a semi-trailer fitted with a similar
box section at the rear. The same report references a study
of active and passive airflow control, in which the former
returned a five-percent reduction in fuel consumption over
the latter.
According to Dudley-Owen, “active-aero” is a real
buzzword in the industry right now. However, such devices
are hardly viable in an everyday transport application.
There are many which are, though.
Aerofins can be fitted at the rear of trailers to reduce
the vacuum (drag) that forms behind the trailer, while
under-trailer panels can act to smooth the airflow
under the vehicle and around axels and any other
protrusions.
“The Tesla truck tractor, for example, has a completely
smooth underbelly. These have not yet been adopted
by any prime movers, due to concerns with OEM
warranties,” comments Dudley-Owen.
For aerodynamics to truly advance to the point
where maximum benefit can be derived with the least
amount of payoff, it will, however, be up to legislators

to allow for improved configurations to be put on the road.
According to Dudley-Owen, this would yield the most
dramatic effect.
“In the interim, operators need to take cognisance of
the aerodynamic needs of their specific applications. A
truck tractor costs in the region of R2 000 000, whereas
a custom-designed wind-deflector kit comes in at around
R18 500. This one percent extra spent on fitting
aerodynamics will save many thousands of rand on
fuel over the life of the vehicle. This is not a decision to
be made on upfront cost, but rather on the return on
investment that can be expected over the life of the
vehicle,” he suggests.
The good news is that Dudley-Owen has noticed a
trend of more operators accepting the benefits of fitting
aerodynamic aids to their vehicles. Hopefully this attitude
also means fewer belching rust buckets on our roads. F
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The rite solution
for the job
Scani a Sout h A f r ica a nd Sh opr it e mi g h t h av e a f l e dg l i n g r e l at i o n sh i p, bu t i t ’ s a lready
r et ur n i n g e xc e l l e n t r e su lt s

hen a company has 620 drivers transporting
420 loads per day to 550 stores, averaging
up to 700 000 km per week, or up to four
million per month, ultimate efficiency and
uptime are not negotiable.
For the Centurion-based Shoprite depot,
this begins with partnering with the right vehicle supplier
– most recently, with Scania South Africa. Gordon Brown,
group technical manager at Shorprite, explains that,
following a successful trial, the depot purchased six R410
6x4 double-sleeper-cab truck tractors to run to Botswana.
Covering 3 500 km per return trip, these units have
returned very good performance figures.
So good, in fact, that in September the depot took
delivery of another 15 P410 6x4 single-sleeper-cab truck
tractors to service the northern region of South Africa
between Welkom, Free State, and Musina, Limpopo.
“We had a look at the current Shoprite fleet to benchmark
the various vehicles, which led us to specify the P410. We
believe it’ll be the best vehicle for the application and
will do well on the mixed routes,” comments Johnny-Ray
Basset, key account manager, Scania South Africa.
So far, the Scania truck tractors are performing well. “They
have proved to be reliable, fuel efficient and comfortable
for the drivers, who enjoy the power and lack of fatigue
when driving them,” says Brown.
“Fuel is a major cost consideration; the Centurion depot
uses around 56 000 litres a day, so good consumption
makes a huge difference. The trucks were also specified

W

with a retarder, to ensure safety on the road and reduced
maintenance,” he adds.
Each vehicle is fitted with the Scania Fleet Management
System Control Package, which provides 24-hour access
to key fleet details directly through the Scania Fleet
Management Portal – including fuel consumption, service
planning and discrepancies in the trucks’ performances.
“Users can sort, filter and generate reports for analysis and
follow performance trends over time. Add the messaging
service and operators can also communicate more easily
and efficiently with their drivers,” says Basset.
“However, buying the trucks is the easy part. How Scania
handles our aftersales needs and any breakdowns will be
the most important aspect,” Brown notes.
The first piece of this puzzle is the four-year/840 000 km
repair and maintenance contract affixed to each vehicle. This
is based specifically on Shoprite’s needs and calculated to
20 000 km per vehicle per month.
“Scania always tries to offer the best repair and
maintenance rate. We engineer a cost of ownership over
five years. Those true figures will then make the decision to
purchase more vehicles much easier,” smiles Basset.
Allied to this is on-site servicing by Scania technicians.
In the long term, Scania will have a presence at Shoprite’s
on-site workshop – aiding preventative maintenance
and again lowering downtime. “Giving Shoprite the
best service will ensure a long-standing relationship,”
comments Basset.
It seems Scania is already on its way to achieving this... F
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On time with FMCG
What are di st r ib utor s d oing to r em ai n r e l e va n t i n t h e h i g h ly co mp e t i t i v e wo r l d o f
fast- m oving cons um er goods (FMCG ) ? G a r e t h G r e at h e a d f i n ds o u t

MCGs include everything from food and
beverages, to household cleaners and
personal-hygiene products. These items
are sold at grocery outlets, convenience
stores, corner shops and spaza shops
around the country.
Retailers selling FMCG rely on low prices and high
volumes to make a profit. Achieving this objective relies
on an efficient distribution model that gets products onto
the shelf at the lowest possible cost.
With the price of fuel hitting an all-time high and
the implementation of e-tolls a few years ago, FMCG
distributors have had to optimise their service offering
to survive. E-commerce and business to consumer (B2C)
delivery is the latest development in the sector while
digitisation is the buzzword.

F

Eco n omi c s i n FMCG
Economic uncertainty has resulted in a low level
of consumer confidence in South Africa. Within the
FMCG sector this translates into subdued spending as
consumers look to save a buck and spend less on luxury
goods.
Reports published by Statistics South Africa confirm
that household expenditure on food and non-alcoholic
beverages has been lower than expected, growing by
only 0,3 in 2016, and 0,7 percent in 2017. This means that
people are spending less on food and non-alcoholic
beverages than they have in previous years.
However, there will never be a time when there isn’t
a need for FMCG. South Africa and the rest of Africa are
going through an intense period of urbanisation and
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population growth. Moreover, there is a growing middle
class that needs FMCG.

Sup ply c ha in m a nage m e nt
Traditionally, FMCG distributors have driven supply chain
efficiency by fully stocking shelves and restocking on a
planned schedule. This mass-distribution model makes
use of larger trucks dispatched from centrally located
warehouses.
Cobus Rossouw, Imperial Logistics chief integration officer,
says: “An efficient transport-management service reduces
total distribution cost through planning optimal delivery
events and routes and ensuring adherence to these plans.”
Central to the efficient collection of the information
needed to make informed decisions in modern supply
chain management is the use of internet technology,
which improves visibility and enables management to
view drivers, vehicles and assets.
Rossouw says that an efficient delivery-management
solution increases customer satisfaction through correct
deliveries of orders and timely communication. “The
introduction of new technology such as radio-frequency
identification (RFID) tags used for bulk loading, bin-level
tracking and mobile tablets used for workflow information
and real-time reporting, has minimised the unnecessary
manual processes that negatively impact process time
and data accuracy.
“Overall, an increase in on-time and full deliveries is
achieved, while redeliveries and returns are reduced,
resulting in time and cost savings. There is also less
shrinkage of items and equipment, due to improved
tracking and visibility,” he concludes.

Sector s p otlig h t

A dj u s t i ng t h e b us i n e s s m o d e l
A weakness in centralised supply chain management is
that certain products must be replenished more regularly
than others. For retailers, having too much stock, or the
incorrect stock, on shelves costs money. Not only does
this stock have the potential to expire, more of another
product could be sold instead.
More than anything, a lack of cash flow is forcing some
retailers to rely more on the just-in-time methodology.
The just-in-time approach is more fluid in its operation
and deliveries are normally made daily. For example, if the
store runs out of ice cream during an unanticipated heat
wave, the stock can be replenished quickly.
To achieve this, a larger number and variety of vehicles,
together with more distribution hubs, are required to
avoid vehicles having to drive long distances between
deliveries.

A p referen c e fo r co n v e n i e n c e
South Africa has a large number of smaller, independently
owned shops. This presents FMCG transporters with the
conundrum of how to provide shops with only what they
need, at the right time, while keeping prices as low as
possible.
Detlev Duve, MD at Dachser Intelligent Logistics, says:
“We have had to be innovative in our thinking to meet
customer demand without driving up costs. While in
the past our fleet consisted primarily of larger heavy
commercial vehicles, the fleet has grown to include
motor bikes, one-tonne bakkies and light commercial
vehicles.
“We don’t turn any business away and our sales force
has had to look for business outside of our traditional
client base. We are increasingly making deliveries to

smaller independent shops and even to rural areas. We
believe this trend will continue to develop in the coming
years.”
Duve believes a new type of mobile distribution hub
could be developed in future; where trucks deliver daily,
invoice immediately and pull items on the spot.

Co nt r ac to r s a nd B2C dist r ib ut ion
According to the PayPal and Ipsos third annual crossborder report, South Africans spent R37 billion online in
the 12-month period starting February 2016. McKinsey’s
Global Institute predicts that, by 2025, Africans could be
spending R1 trillion online annually.
Global players are taking notice. In 2014 American
hedge fund Tiger Global Management invested R1,35
billion in Takealot.com (South Africa’s leading online
retailer). Later in the year Takealot.com purchased
Mr Delivery in order to provide a better delivery service to
its customers.
Some years ago, Pick n Pay set up a dedicated online
picking warehouse close to Cape Town. It wasn’t long
before e-commerce turnover increased by 30 percent in
the Western Cape. Mr Delivery now handles Pick n Pay’s
online orders with a fleet of 60 tuk-tuk three-wheeler
motorbikes.
For the moment it would appear that distributors of
FMCG do not recognise the role they have to play in B2C.
This type of transaction typically doesn’t involve them and
profit margins seem unattractive.
While things are set to improve in the coming years,
it’s clear that acceptance of digitisation and capturing
of market share by whatever means possible is required
to remain relevant in the context of an extremely tight
market. F
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Afterma r k e t

Are additional
lights a bright idea?

The i ncrease i n a d d it iona l s uppl em enta ry
li ghti ng on veh ic l es in S out h A f r ica
has brought t h e l ega l im pl icat ions o f
installi ng thes e into t h e s pot l igh t. Th e
Motor Indust ry Wor k s h op As s ociat io n
(MIWA ) provid es s om e guida nc e

ewald Ranft, chairman of the MIWA – an
affiliate association of the Retail Motor
Industry Organisation (RMI) – says vehicle
owners and installers are not clear on what
is legally acceptable.
“There is much debate in the industry around this issue.
With the South African landscape being what it is, there
are still many areas that require additional lighting when
travelling at night. Vehicle owners are looking for a solution
that is within legal requirements,” he says.
Mic van Zyl, director of Ironman 4x4 Africa, agrees, adding
that many modern vehicles have very poor lighting. “It is
a real issue. We assume that the lighting is poor in order
to prevent the blinding of drivers of oncoming vehicles.
In our country, however, we have wild animals, especially
antelope, which are a constant and deadly danger to
anybody travelling on rural roads at night.
“Add to this the abundance of livestock – including cattle,
goats and donkeys – that are left unattended to roam in
these rural areas. There is a definite need for bright lights
to assist the drivers to spot animals next to the road and
prevent accidents,” he says.
This is not only a South African issue. Australia has a
massive Kangaroo problem, and in the northern parts of
Europe and North America, large wild animals pose the
same threat.

D
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Van Zyl says it has been a long-standing practice to fit
additional spotlights to enhance the standard lights on
vehicles. Not so long ago, a vehicle owner’s choice of
lighting was limited to halogen lights. More recently, highintensity discharge (HID) or xenon lighting has become
popular. However, this type of lighting is very expensive and
sensitive to constant dipping of the high beam.
“The use of light-emitting diode (LED) lighting has
enjoyed steady growth on modern vehicles and is mostly
used on all (heavy-vehicle) lighting applications except for
headlights,” he says. As LED technology is advancing at an
increasing pace, more and more modern vehicles use LED
lighting technology in headlamps. This has, of course, also
filtered through to spotlights.
“With the advent of LED as a light source for spotlights,
bar lights have become a popular alternative to traditional
round spotlights, due to their profile. They are suitable for
mounting across the top of a bull bar, or across the top
of a windscreen. Many LEDs can be mounted into the
longitudinal shape of a light bar, giving a good amount of
light,” Van Zyl adds.
Ranft points out, however, that LED lights are inferior to
HID lights in terms of distance penetration as they generally
do not provide good light past 400 m. LED lights do,
however, give a broad spread in the light beam, ideal for
spotting any roadside animals, for example.

A fte rm a rke t

lights in total;
• No light may be fitted across the vertical median of the
vehicle;
• No light may be fitted higher that the leading edge of the
bonnet;
• No lights may be fitted on the roof of the vehicle; and
• Halogen light globes may not exceed 55 Watts. This does
not equate to LED lights.

Van Zyl explains that spotlights are designed in such
a way as to enable as much light to exit the spotlight
as possible. The light beam is not
focused by the spotlight reflector or
lens.
“They are exceptionally bright and
will certainly blind oncoming traffic,
which is very dangerous. To this end,
it is important that the spotlights are
used responsibly,” he says.
Spotlights should always be wired
in such a way that they can be
disabled totally by their own switch,
as well as switched on and off by
the vehicle’s high-beam switch. “This
way, they can be totally disabled
when driving around town. When
they are being used while travelling
at night in a rural area, they can
be instantly switched off, along with
the vehicle’s high-beam lights, in
order to prevent blinding oncoming
drivers,” Van Zyl explains.
He adds that, unfortunately, the road traffic regulations
have not kept up with this new lighting technology, and, as
such, it would be illegal to use any lighting on a road vehicle
that does not comply with the National Road Traffic Act.
In simple terms, the Act pertaining to vehicle lighting,
specifically with reference to spotlights, includes the
following:
• Only an even number of lights may be fitted to the front
of a vehicle;
• White headlights including spotlights may not exceed six

Ranft points out that LED light bars break many of these
rules, due to their design.
Very recently, the road laws pertaining to spotlights were
amended in Australia and the United States of America
(USA) to accommodate the use of LED lights and LED light
bars. In certain off-road instances, where the grass is long,
for example, it is best to have the light source mounted high
up on the vehicle. The amended road laws in both these
countries have made provision for this.
“Here in South Africa, Ironman 4x4 Africa has been
in touch with the authorities and we are currently in
discussions with them regarding the possible amendment
of our road laws to accommodate these lights.
“It does not look promising though, as the Department of

Transport has a penchant for looking at the European laws
rather than those of the USA or Australia. The problem is
that Europe does not have the same road-hazard problems
as South Africa, Australia and the USA. However, time will
tell,” says Van Zyl.
In the meantime, vehicle owners need to be aware that it
is illegal to fit a single bar light to the front of their vehicle,
explains Ranft.
“Until there has been a change in regulations around this
issue, we advise vehicle owners to be cautious about adding
any additional lighting to their vehicles,” he concludes. F
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Value low down
With new 4 x 2 d er ivat ives , t h e N is sa n N ava r a r a n g e h as be e n e x pa n de d to a p p e a l to mo re
b uy er s . GAVIN M YERS d r i v e s t h e e n t ry- l e v e l SE va r i a n t

riginally launched locally in March 2017
with three 4x4 double-cab variants, Nissan
South Africa must’ve been waiting with
bated breath for its allocation of 4x2
Navaras – which it would only be able to
introduce a year later. Happily, the range
has now been expanded to the count of four, offering a fair
mix of models from which to choose.
The 2.3D SE 4x2 manual, as tested here, is the new entry
point to Navara ownership, but that doesn’t mean buyers
will feel short changed when passing over their R461 900.

O

In fact, unless you notice the 16-inch wheels with tall
70-section tyres, and the lack of roof rails, there’s not much
else obvious to indicate this isn’t one of the upper-spec LE
variants. There isn’t even any outward indication that drive
goes only to the rear wheels.
Hop aboard and the differences are slightly more obvious.
The key, for example, which needs to be pressed to open
the car and then inserted into a barrel to start it – no keyless
luxuries here. The air-conditioner is of the single-zone
variety and there are no seat heaters – nor is there leather
upholstery or power adjustment, for that matter.
However, that’s just about all you’d lose out on. The
touchscreen infotainment system still offers navigation,
as well as a reversing camera (though sans 360° view or
reversing sensors). The headlamps are – I’m pleased to
report – still LED units that provide excellent illumination,
while all the other electronic safety systems still feature.
These include the likes of seven airbags, traction and
vehicle dynamic control, and brake assist. There is also a
brake limited-slip differential – handy considering the 4x2
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does not feature the 4x4’s electronic rear diff lock, nor hilldescent assist or hill-start control. The latter is a feature I
missed in everyday driving...
Speaking of which, the Navara does a fairly good job about
town. The 2,3-litre twin-turbo diesel engine is retained. One
thing that stuns me about this unit is its petrol-engine-like
power delivery.
Its 140 kW might peak at 3 750 r/min, but it revs with
verve to the indicated 4 500 r/min redline! Happily, there is
still more than enough of the 450 Nm torque, available from
just 1 500 r/min, to carry or tow.
Should you wish to do so, the Navara 4x2
SE offers a payload of 1 072 kg as well as
gross vehicle and combination masses of
2 910 and 5 910 kg, respectively. The load
box offers a capacity of 1 111 litres.
Back on the road, the cloth-covered
seats are comfy enough, but could offer
marginally more support. However I found
the driving position awkward – and it’s not
aided by the lack of steering-wheel reach adjustment and
the six-speed manual’s long clutch travel.
Even riding on the SE’s fatter tyres, I’m still not convinced
that the Navara’s famed five-link, coil-sprung rear
suspension offers anything better than good ride comfort
or chassis control. Refinement levels are good, though.
There’s no doubt that the new 4x2 variants make the
Navara a more appealing, accessible option in the highly
competitive double-cab bakkie market – this SE-spec
version itself is a rather good entry into the range. It offers
a good mix of features, a strong engine and butch image.
However, the Navara is simply outshone by numerous key
segment rivals.
It is sold with a strong six-year/150 000 km warranty and
a three-year/90 000 km service plan. F
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Unique design.
Unlimited potential.

Proudly presenting the Volvo FH 25 Year Special Edition.
Designed to perfectly optimise your business needs in
every detail. In short, it sets new standards in trucking.
Just like the Volvo FH has done since 1993, it’s not
surprising that it’s one of South Africa’s favourite
heavy-duty trucks.

45404

Read more at volvotrucks.co.za
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Lo ca l ly d e v e lo p e d t echn o lo gy

Hydro power of a
fuel-efficient kind

A locally developed hyd r aul ic- hyb r id
propulsi on sys t em h as b een l aunch ed . I t co u l d
change the way veh icl es a r e power ed i n t h e
future – those running int er na l com b u st i o n
e ngi nes, as wel l as t h os e power ed by e l ec t r i c i t y.
GAVIN MYERS was , nat ur a l ly, very int r ig u e d by
the concept
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Locally de ve lope d tec h nology

magine having a system fitted to your
vehicle – anything from the lightest car
to the heaviest truck – that could return
verified fuel savings of between 30 and
40 percent and provide infinitely variable
braking power, all while reducing carbon emissions to a
value of 93 percent of the fuel saving.
We’ve featured devices that make similar promises
before, and you can read about a British liquid-nitrogen
system on page 42... Sounds like another “too-good-to-betrue” scam? Well, read on...
The story of Miser Technologies began in 1980, when
engineer Norman Grant created the “mobile inertia storage
energy recycler” – or, Miser. The system (which Grant
describes as “a family of products that are an enabling
technology for electric vehicles and flywheel technology”)
was the subject of Grant’s final-year BSc Engineering thesis,
but, as other things caught his attention, it fell into the
recesses of his mind...
This was until 2004, after which 12 hard years of
(underfunded, says Grant) development ensued to make
the concept commercially viable. In 2016, the project got
the kickstart it needed, when Miser Technologies won
the Green City Start-up Award (a project by the City of

I

seen the thousands of lines of code, I’m inclined to believe
them...) An optional module can be integrated into the cab to
display the system’s operational parameters.
The system is entirely scalable and can be adapted
to work on any vehicle – for example, the tanks can be
mounted behind the cab or within the chassis rails. On a
typical 6x4 truck tractor, it adds an additional 350 kg to the
vehicle’s mass. “A small price to pay when you’re saving more
than 20 percent in fuel consumption,” comments Grant.
How does it actually work? Simply put, the HKS is
a hydraulic system that connects to the vehicle’s

Above : The hydraulic system can be adapted to fit a
specific truck. Here the reservoir and accumulator tanks are
on display.
Le f t: The Miser-programmed in-cab control module lets the driver
know what the system is up to.

power take off (PTO). An off-the-shelf PTO can be retrofitted
if the vehicle does not have one. As the driver presses or
releases the accelerator pedal, the system provides either
drive power on behalf of the engine, or retardation.
This ability is made possible by the special
“open loop-over centre” pump, which connects directly to
the PTO via a dedicated prop shaft.

Johannesburg and the University of Johannesburg (UJ)).
(Part of the award is a tie up to UJ. All those working
on the project will do a masters and doctorate on the
technology and will publish their findings in independently
validated papers.)
With a Toyota Hilux proof-of-concept vehicle, five patents,
and a couple of development mules (that went through
numerous rounds of development testing at Gerotek and
on the N3) behind it, the Miser Hydraulic Kinetic System
(HKS) is finally market ready as a retrofit system.
The HKS, itself, is remarkably simple. It consists of a
hydraulic-fluid reservoir, accumulator tanks, a pump (though
not just any pump ... but more on that later) and a CAN-busintegrated electronic control module, which, comment the
developers, is the most complex part of the system. (Having
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“This specially developed pump solves the transition
problems between the transfer of energy around the zero
point of speed and torque,” Grant explains in the most
simplified engineering terms he can... Essentially, the pump
allows for the on-demand switch between forward and
reverse energy.
Now, you may ask, how safe is the system and would it
not damage the vehicle’s drivetrain?
The concern of safety is easily addressed by Grant:
“The HKS runs at similar pressures to any other hydraulic
systems and is as safe as any commercial hydraulic system.
If it is damaged in an accident, for example, the biggest
concern will be a potential leak of hydraulic fluid.”
Because the HKS connects to the vehicle’s ECU
only via interception of the throttle position sensor, the
vehicle’s operation is not affected. “For technical and
legal reasons, we will not do anything that affects the
ECU. The only thing the ECU sees is a false voltage signal
from the accelerator, which leads it to believe the engine
is operating at a much lower load, allowing the HKS to
pick up the slack.

While the system saves fuel, it also saves maintenance
costs, says Grant.
“The maintenance requirements of the HKS are like any
hydraulic system – filters and using the correct oil viscosity.
It forms part of the normal service cycle (Miser offers full
warranty support). In reality, engine servicing is reduced
because the engine is less stressed during operation.
“There is also less use of the brakes, so these need
to be replaced less often. The system creates well over

Above : Real and 3D-printed components for the next-generation
Miser HTS sit in the engineering office as the team fettles the design.
Le f t: Grant, left, and his engineering team.

“If the system fails it will generate a warning and the
truck will revert to normal operation; every fail mode
programmed into the system, no matter the reason, is
‘engine only’,” he explains.
Grant is quick to provide assurance that the additional
physical load on the vehicle’s drivetrain is not a problem. “In
theory, the system can be used to boost the performance
of the vehicle, but it is designed to operate within the
prescribed torque limits of the PTO and to not put additional
torque through the drivetrain. This prevents damage to the
gearbox,” he says.
Also preventing damage to the driveline is the
fact that the system is currently developed for use
with fully automatic or automated gearboxes, as this
reduces the potential for load on the PTO during manual
gearshifts.
Oh, and for those who have been wondering, the system
can be installed so as to allow the PTO to still be used as
normal.
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60-percent regenerative braking efficiency – double that
of an electric vehicle. Its retardation ability is equivalent to
a Jacobs Brake level two,” Grant notes.
So, where to next for Miser? Having landed the first
fleet orders for HKS and moved into its new facility
in Johannesburg’s Longmeadow Business Estate, the
company is setting up facilities in KwaZulu-Natal and
Cape Town. It’s already got an arm in the United Kingdom,
based at the Silverstone Grand Prix Circuit, which is running
development tests over there.
Grant and his team (which locally consists of two
other engineers, a programmer, a mechanic, an auto
electrician and a business partner) are working feverishly
on developing the next generation system – the Miser
Hydraulic Transmission System (HTS) – and continue to
develop the Tri-Miser; a hydraulic-electric hybrid car...
“The best electric vehicle will be a hydraulic-electric
hybrid,” comments Grant.
That’s a story for another day, though. Right now, we’ll
be keenly watching the market development of the Miser
HKS. F

As i n t ri gue d as w e are ? F i n d o ut mo re
ab o ut M i s e r
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SAB owner drivers programme –
empowering individuals, creating jobs
SAB is committed to driving Broad Based Black Economic

Initially the new Owner Driver enters a Learning and

Empowerment (BBBEE). The roots of the company are

Development phase which entails a 12 to 18-month

firmly grounded in South Africa and it has been actively

on-the-job learning process where the Owner Driver is

driving black economic empowerment since the 1970s.

trained and developed to run a small cartage business.

SAB is a strong supporter of preferential procurement

During this phase, the Owner Driver provides a delivery

practices and has a structured focus on identifying,

service to SAB’s customers using a truck provided

mentoring and encouraging local suppliers.

for by SAB. SAB pays the Owner Driver an allowance
to cover basic costs of running the vehicle, as well as

The company’s focus on outsourcing key services to local

other running costs such as cellphone charges and a

businesses, and thus creating wealth for new players,

variable allowance to compensate himself and his crew

is not new. In 1987 SAB introduced its owner-driver

members for services rendered. Following the successful

project, which saw former employees of SAB form their

completion of the learnership phase, the Owner Driver

own companies to distribute SAB’s product brands to

enters Phase 2 of the programme and his business

the trade. More than 60% of SAB deliveries are carried

offered a 10-year cartage agreement. The Owner Driver

out by owner-drivers. The programme produces drivers

is also assisted by SAB to acquire a new truck and to

who are empowered, develops sustainable businesses

help pay it off over a period of time.

and jobs, and allows SAB to develop superior routes to
market. Well over R3 billion has been invested in this

The Owner Driver programme provides a win-win for

project since inception.

SAB and the Owner Driver. From the Owner Drivers’
perspective, their businesses can expect to earn an

SAB currently has contracts with 385 owner drivers.

above-industry income; an economic rental for a truck

Each Owner Driver has one truck operated by only

to be paid off over a relatively short period; a contract

one driver. In total, the owner drivers also employ

duration of 10 years; a fully paid off truck to the value of

approximately 1200 staff members. In addition to the

around R250 000, and the potential to accumulate other

Owner Drivers, SAB employs approximately 110 SAB

assets after living expenses. From an SAB perspective,

drivers who perform mechanised deliveries (using a

the company enjoys improved productivity and better

portable forklift truck or the outlet owners forklift truck)

customer service when offloading at customers through

bringing the ratio of Owner Drivers to SAB employed

the business owner (Owner Driver) personally managing

drivers to approximately 4 to 1.

the offload.

The South African
Breweries
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El ectra m i ni ng 2 0 1 8

Mining opportunity

FOCUS atte nd ed E l ec t r a M ining A f r i ca 2 0 1 8 to br i n g yo u t h i s y e a r ’ s h i g h l i g h t s

t first impression it became clear that,
despite the fall in commodities, there is
confidence that the mining and construction
industries will secure their position among
the country’s leading income generators.
Anyone who has been to Electra Mining
Africa before will know that it is about a lot more than
mining and construction. It’s about making new friends,
business connections and being amazed, and sometimes
amused, at the innovative solutions the industry uses to
overcome complex problems.
There were more than 850 exhibitors at this year’s show
with many having been there before. When speaking to
the exhibitors a common theme soon became apparent:
many said they keep coming back to the show because
of the high calibre of visitors. This often translates directly
into sales.
The most obvious benefit for exhibitors is the opportunity
to showcase new products and technology. Closely aligned
to that is the opportunity to interact with existing clients and
discuss products currently in use to get feedback. However,
being at the show also enables exhibitors to get a feel for
where the industry is going through communication with
people on the ground.

A

Tra ns p ort i n m i n i n g
Many logistics providers previously involved in moving
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materials for mines have moved on and left the job to
sub-contractors. Dachser Intelligent Logistics was the only
global provider of logistics solutions with a stand at the
show.
Detlev Duve, MD at Dachser, says: “We are here to
say that there is a logistics provider here that shares the
same values as the mines when it comes to compliance,
sustainability, safety of workers and efficiency.
Duve says mining companies are characterised by
transportation across borders and to remote locations.
This includes the management of complex multi-modal
projects and high risks that require specialised insurance.
“We have the infrastructure in place and are ready and
willing to partner with the industry. Of particular relevance
for Electra Mining Africa visitors are our global and intraAfrica solutions,” concludes Duve.

He avy equip m e nt
There were several heavy-equipment, or yellow-metal,
manufacturers, exhibiting at the show, but only one truck
manufacturer. Everstar Industries, distributors of Powerstar,
had one of the biggest stands and seemed determined to
make an impression on the market.
Many machines were on display including the company’s
dump truck, which it proudly claims to be the best seller in
South Africa.
Sales executive Marc Mynhardt says: “Some suppliers

Electra m ining 2 0 1 8

have moved on and we are here to fill that space. Last time
we were at the show more than 50 000 people passed
through our stand and sales have grown tremendously over
the past few years.
“Take a drive and you will notice many Powestar trucks on
the road. At the same time, we haven’t quite taken as much
of the construction and mining market as we would like and
this is why we are at the show again this year.”
There was a lot of noise about the Powerstar 18-cube
tipper trucks, which can supplement the use of articulated
dump trucks in mining. In addition to a cheaper cost of
purchase, mines can save on running costs, maintenance
and tyres when using these vehicles.

Several fuel suppliers and lubricant manufacturers,
including Engen, Castrol and Total, were there to answer
this question among others.

He a lt h a nd sa fe t y
With health and safety high on the agenda at all mining
operations, exhibitors involved in safety made up a large
proportion of those at the show. Everybody knows that
having the safety equipment to protect employees is
required by law. Today, the emphasis has moved to ensuring
the equipment gets used...
The objective is to reduce or eliminate sound, dust and
other environmental dangers to a level where they do not

“Another imperative for us is to promote the VX 2642 6x4
truck tractor, which is ideal for the medium to short-haul
coal application,” concludes Mynhardt.

M ec h a ni satio n a n d auto m atio n
When compared with those overseas, most South African
mines still rely heavily on labour to extract minerals from
the ground.
Resistance to change is caused by the fact that South
African mines are conservative in their thinking, having
developed a preference for that which has worked before.
Also, it doesn’t help that efforts to increase mechanisation
have been met with suspicion by both government and
labour.
During the show, much effort was made to promote the
advancement of mechanisation, digitisation and automation.
According to exhibitors, adopting modern technology is no
longer a choice; it is needed to remain globally competitive.
It can help to address problems with productivity, while
improving labour relations and worker safety.

pose a danger to workers. In circumstances where personal
protective equipment (PPE) cannot be avoided it should be
made comfortable so as not to restrict workers.
The goal is to make PPE more stylish, better fitting and
easier to use. This will ensue that the equipment is used
instead of being put aside because it affects workers’ ability
to do their job.

P et roleu m p ro d uc t s
Advances in manufacturing are only partially responsible for
prolonged engine and component life. The fact is advances
in lubricant technology are the biggest contributors to
longer engine and component life.
Still, many question the importance of using the “correct”
or specified oil in their machines. What makes one oil
different, or more suitable for a particular application than
another?

Te l e m at ic s a nd t r ac k ing
Telematics is as big a part in mining as it is in logistics.
Telematics is used to track the movement of assets and
keep tabs on operations. The latest development in this field
is the use of telematics to track people and other objects.
Besides improving productivity, at the end of the day if
someone doesn’t return to the surface, tracking can be
used to locate and rescue them if necessary. F
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FDT Ex p o

Inspecting the
grain at FDT
From i nnovations in pack aging a nd l abe l l i n g to c e rt i f i cat i o n a n d q ua l i t y assu r a n c e,
the food and bever age ind us t ry gat h ere d at t h e Fo o d a n d D r i n k T ec h n o lo gy (FDT ) A f r i ca
Expo to lear n m or e a b out a l l t h e l at e st i n n ovat i o n s a n d se rv i c e s i n t h e i n du st ry.
MARISKA MORRIS r e p o rt s

T

he FDT Africa Expo was held at the
Gallagher Convention Centre in Midrand,
Gauteng, from September 4 to 6. Various
service providers in the food and beverage
industry gathered to exhibit their service or
product offering and discuss some industry

concerns.
Exhibitors ranged from companies involved in quality
testing and waste management to labelling and packaging.
The Speakers Corner hosted presentations from industry

specialists. Vera Fritsche, from
the
VDMA
(The
Mechanical
Engineering Industry Association,
with headquarters in Germany),
spoke about how technology has
contributed to saving water and
energy in beverage production, food
processing and packaging.
SERR Synergy, a business
management consultancy firm,
attended the Expo to present its
various service offerings in relation
to legislation. A main focus for the firm has been preparing
organisations for the Protection of Personal Information
(PoPI) Act, which is expected by the end of the year.
The Act is aimed at protecting corporate and personal
information. Employees who disclose important company
information can be prosecuted. Organisations will also
have to obtain permission from employees and clients to
disclose their personal information such as phone numbers
or email addresses.
SERR Synergy encourages organisations to comply with
the Act prior to its implementation and to have measures in
place to protect company and personal information. SERR
Synergy is equipped to assist organisations in any industry
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to comply with the PoPI Act and other important legislation.
One exhibit that drew a lot of attention was that of Sheet
Plastic, a packaging solutions company that was exhibiting
its innovative boxes. The beautiful box display dangled
above a small pink stand where staff were handing out
yellow trolleys.
From afar, the boxes looked like regular cardboard boxes,
but, on closer inspection, it became evident that they
were actually manufactured from plastic. These boxes are
said to be more durable than the cardboard equivalent,
water and chemical resistant as well
as food safe. Sheet Plastic promises a
reduction in logistics costs when using
these boxes, as they can be reused a
number of times.
In between all the exhibitions and
speakers, the judges of the African
Beer Awards gathered to taste and
crown the best beer. The event
boasted 111 exhibitors and 1 600
participants from 81 countries.

The next FDT Africa Expo will take place in 2019 in
collaboration with Analytica Lab Africa and IFAT Africa,
a trade fair for water, sewage, refuse and recycling. The
combined Expo is planned for July 9 to 11, 2019, at the
Gallagher Convention Centre.
Petra Westphal, exhibition group director of Messe
München, noted: “Going forward, we will offer exhibitors
and visitors at FDT Africa the opportunity to obtain even
more comprehensive and cross-thematic information on
trends and innovations from the environmental, beverage
and food industries as well as analytics. Together, the
co-located trade fairs ensure the best possible knowledge
transfer for all industries.” F
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Tel emati c s

Telematics
innovation
We fi nd out h ow to ta k e f ul l a dvan tag e o f i n t e r n e t co n n ec t i v i t y i n t r a n sp o rt

oon after the commercialisation of vehicle
tracking devices, South Africa became a
leader in the field, given its success in
tracking and recovering stolen vehicles.
Since then, however, the country might
have fallen behind the rest of the world.
Experts speaking at the recent Telematics Innovation
Conference say service providers, clients and government
officials need to embrace the opportunities provided by
this technology.

S

Tel emat i c s a n d t r a f f i c f low
Etienne Louw, MD of mapIT, says: “In Cape Town (South
Africa’s most congested city), peak hours have increased
from two to four hours in the morning and evening. This
is affecting people’s quality of life, and the government’s
solution has been to build its way out of trouble.”
At the same time, a lack of available funds for the
maintenance, upgrading and development of new roads
has delayed many projects. Louw says: “Traffic management
in South Africa is based on assumptions and best guesses,
even though we already have the information to direct
more targeted interventions.”
Louw adds: “There is a much more efficient and available
solution in floating car data, or floating cellular data.” This is
based on the collection of vehicle data from active mobile
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devices in motor vehicles. These relay information about
speed, direction of travel and time of travel to servers such
as Google Maps.
“South Africa has 840 000 km of roads and all the
information about traffic jams, roadworks and blockages
is available worldwide. Our research has shown that if ten
percent of drivers on the road use the information available
to them, there will be a five-percent reduction in overall
congestion,” explains Louw.

If ten percent of drivers on
the road use the information
available to them, there will be a
five-percent reduction in overall
congestion.
Offe r ing m o r e to c usto m e r s
Phathizwe Malinga, acting CEO at Sqwidnet, says: “Right
now, telemetry is being demonetarised. People are able
to get information from free-to-use services like Google
Maps. With this in mind, the industry will have to provide
more to stay relevant.”

te le m atic s

Information overload has been identified as
having the potential to quickly overwhelm fleet
managers, who don’t want to know everything; they
just want to know when there is a problem. This is
called event-based reporting.
Michael Walters, product engineer at Etion, notes:
“Dark data, or raw data, is useless and needs must
be analysed and interpreted using algorithms to
identify patterns and trends before going to a client.”
Louw explains: “Information means nothing
without something to compare it against.” He uses
relative and absolute speed to make his point. In
other words, a driver’s speed relative to that of
other drivers using the same piece of road at the
same time.
“We have collected information about the
average speed of traffic on a particular section
of road, at any time during the day, over a twoyear period. Let’s say the average speed at
the Gillooly’s on-ramp in Johannesburg is
30 km/h at 08:00 in the morning. If a driver is
travelling at 60 km/h, in isolation this is perfectly
fine, but when compared with the rest of the data
the problem becomes evident.” F

SAVE COST

DRIVER & DELIVERY NAVIGATION

T elem at i c s
can be
opt i m i sed by:
• Setting tolerances in cold-chain
refrigeration operations;
• Using geo-fencing to set parameters
of travel;
• Predictive maintenance, where the
location, speed and other external
conditions are factored in;
• Scheduled maintenance that is
proactive;
• Driver monitoring that is interpreted
correctly; and
• Using route optimisation to drive
organisational efficiency.
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ITOY exclu s i v e

Cold alchemy

COLIN BARNETT, group t ec h nica l ed itor ,
Commerci al Moto r m aga z ine, pond er s if a i r
could soon power our veh ic l es

hat would you say if you were offered
an engine that runs on fresh air? You’d
probably think it was a scam, a modern-day
version of fraudulent alchemists offering to
turn base metal into gold, but that’s exactly
what Dearman Technology is doing.
Granted, the engines being offered are more likely to
run on nitrogen than air, simply because liquid nitrogen
is a largely unwanted by-product of liquid oxygen, which
is produced in very large quantities for industrial and
medical applications ... but the principle is the same. In
financial or environmental terms it’s not totally free, though,
as electricity is required to compress air to its liquefied
components.

W

How i t work s
The hardware involved is basically a simple piston engine
similar to a conventional internal combustion engine (ICE).
For the initial real-world application, Dearman has chosen
the ubiquitous truck-mounted refrigeration unit, using a
single-cylinder engine to produce around 5 kW (7 hp). The
next stage under development is a larger four-cylinder unit
developing around 100 kW (134 hp), planned for use as a
zero-emission launch-assist device for city buses.
Key to the Dearman system’s operation is the fact that
liquid nitrogen has an expansion ratio of around 710:1
between its liquid and gas stages.
The “fuel” has two components: the liquid nitrogen and
a heat exchange fluid (HEF). The HEF is usually similar in
content to an ICE’s engine coolant, and this, or its heat via
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What i s li q u i d
ni t rogen?
Liquid nitrogen is a by-product that is produced
when air is liquefied to create liquid oxygen. It
is widely available, but at the moment there is
a limited market for liquid nitrogen. It would be
quite feasible for large transport companies to
operate their own liquefaction plants, but it’s
debatable whether that’s needed at present.
Dearman estimates that it would become costeffective for a depot servicing 30 to 40 18-t
trucks.
Liquid nitrogen is delivered by 44-t articulated
tankers, in Dearman’s case into a two-storey,
2,5-m diameter tank. The product is totally nontoxic, but does need to be handled in a wellventilated space, as in the unlikely event of a
leak it would cause asphyxiation by displacing
atmospheric air.
The rather worrying looking “smoke”
emanating from the pipes during transfer is
simply water vapour condensing on the very
cold surfaces.

an exchanger, could be used to raise the efficiency of the
Dearman engine.
The process begins downstream of the engine. Liquid
nitrogen, stored at around three kilopascals (kPa), is
pressurised to 40 kPa and pumped into a vapourising heat
exchanger that provides cooling for the load compartment.
This stage provides around 65 percent of the system’s total
cooling.

ITOY e xc lus iv e

The next stage introduces the Dearman engine to the
process. In operation, as its piston rises, ambient or warmed
HEF is fed into the cylinder. As it reaches the top of its
stroke, cryogenic nitrogen is injected into the cylinder
where, on contact with the warmer HEF, it rapidly expands
and pushes the piston down, converting the energy into
shaft power in a similar way to the familiar power stroke on
an ICE.
The HEF is collected and reheated for further use, while
the now-expanded and gaseous nitrogen is released to
the atmosphere as the only local emissions. This stage
provides the drive for the vapour-compression refrigeration
cycle to deliver the rest of the cooling process, as well as
generating electricity, or direct drive, for the various pumps
and fans within the overall system.
One further refinement being considered is using engine
exhaust heat for defrosting the chilled compartment.
The energy density of liquid nitrogen is similar to current
electrical batteries, but without the slow recharging. In
normal operation, the system consumes a 400 to 500 kg
tank every two days, with refuelling times similar to a diesel
pump.
At the current cost of liquid nitrogen, it would cost around
R217,71 per day, with a total cost of ownership giving a
payback time well within the first life of the base vehicle.
The engine is said to have a life between major overhauls of
5 000 hours – with the absence of internal combustion giving
seals and bearings an easier life than on a diesel engine.

A bou t D earm an
T ec h nology
The Dearman history is remarkably short, with
serious development of this system starting
only in 2013, but the story goes back further.
Peter Dearman, described as a “garden shed
inventor”, grew up under the cloud of the end
of oil being just around the corner.
For years, Dearman had been obsessed by
the idea of an engine powered by liquid air,
which he saw as an efficient means of energy
storage, using sustainable and cheap off-peak
electricity to create the “fuel”, which could then
be converted back to motive power.
Around 2000, Dearman produced his
first prototype, which was built from scrap
including parts from a Yamaha motorcycle, a
Fiat 500 and a resuscitation training dummy,
as well as some handmade bits.
The second generation of prototypes (as
used in the Volvo truck), used new, hand-built
parts, but the latest third-generation version
uses some components that have been CNC
manufactured in-house, and some bought-in
from specialist low-volume suppliers such as
the motorsport industry.
The proposed volumes have reached
the level to give the project credibility with
suppliers. As the concept moves towards
true production, the company is expanding,
currently employing around 80 staff at its
technology centre near Croydon.

The first stage of in-service trials has successfully
completed its 18-month programme; the Cool-E Volvo
operating for Sainsbury in the United Kingdom. While this
was effectively a hand-built prototype, the next stage
will feature a near production-ready vehicle based on a
Mercedes-Benz Antos 1824 – again destined for use by
Sainsbury.
The entire system on the Antos weighs in at around
1 250 kg (about 400 kg more than a comparable
diesel system), but Dearman feels this is an acceptable
penalty on an 18-t vehicle, and there is further scope
for weight-saving measures to be made. Dearman
sees the market in the thousands by the end of the
decade. F

As regular readers of FOCUS know, this magazine has been appointed an associate member of the International Truck of the Year (IToY)!
FOCUS is the sole South African magazine to have joined this prestigious body. One of the advantages of this association is access to
exclusive articles, specially written for FOCUS by ITOY jury members. This is one such article.

2018
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wo rl d on w h e e l s

Stepping into the
future with the UAE
There i s no de ny ing t h at t h e U nit ed A ra b E mi r at e s (UAE ) i s l i v i n g i n t h e f u t u r e w i t h i ts
sm art cit ies a nd innovat ive a p p roac h e s to t r a n sp o rt a n d lo g i st i c s.
MARISKA MORRIS i n v e st i g at e s

rom tall, glimmering buildings to a static
ocean liner, which acts as a hotel, the UAE
not only looks like a city from the future, but
always seems to be one step ahead of the
rest of the region. Transport and logistics in
the UAE are no exception. The country is
not afraid to embrace innovation.
Abu Dhabi, the capital of the UAE, was ranked the top
smart city among its Middle East and African peers in a
study by McKinsey Global Institute. The study looks at
the technology used to increase the quality of life for
citizens in terms of healthcare, security, mobility, economic
development and housing.
In the category of comprehensive technology base, Abu
Dhabi scored 18,4 out of 37 points. Cape Town, the only
South African city to be included in the top cities for Africa
and the Middle East, scored 10,7. UAE citizens are definitely
buying into the smart-city concept with a massive increase
in online shopping in the region.
According to Forbes Middle East journalist James Lee,
online spending in the UAE is expected to reach US$ 9,8
billion (R147 billion) by the end of 2018. The Fourth Annual
Cross-border Commerce report, a joint project between

F
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PayPal and Ipsos, predicts this number will continue to
increase.
Lee explains: “The increase in online spending is also
forecast to continue, with almost half of online adults
surveyed stating they will increase their online spending in
the next 12 months, citing convenience of shopping online
and the rise in available platforms from which to shop as
the key reasons for the expected increase.”
This all translates in dollar signs for the fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) sector of the UAE. Along with
smart cities and online shopping comes the consumer
demand for on-demand deliveries. Sandhya D’Mello, in
an article for Khaleej Times, notes that almost a third of
consumers in the UAE use restaurants or meal delivery
services on a regular basis.
“Around 49 percent of UAE online consumers opt to eat
out on a weekly basis. This is higher than the global average
(39 percent) and Africa/Middle East regional average
(32 percent),” D’Mello explains.
The global FMCG online e-commerce is expected to be
worth more than US$ 400 billion (R6,03 trillion) by 2020 and
will comprise ten to 12-percent market share of all FMCG.
There has also been a big investment in some other areas
of transport innovation, like the uptake of Uber-like logistics
services in the UAE.

world on w h e e ls

The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) market, which
includes countries like the UAE, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia,
is estimated at US$ 35 billion (R526 billion). Transport plays
a crucial part of this growth with a million trucks operating
across this region, and the number of vehicles increasing
by five to nine percent every year.
However, as with many others countries, transport costs
are mostly unregulated, which could lead to increasingly
expensive transport and logistics costs. While “Uberising”
the transport industry is not a new concept, it is very
popular in the UAE. Uberising takes place when an industry
uses a website, program or mobile application to facilitate
peer-to-peer transactions.
TruKKer is an on-demand truck aggregator that operates
a full-service trucking company with a fleet of 2 500
vehicles. It currently services over 150 companies in the
business-to-business market and moves cargo all over the
Middle East and North Africa.
According to an article by Arabian Gazette, the organisation
saw a 2 000 percent growth in its first year and has been
able to reduce transport costs by between 20 to 30 percent
in some instances. This service offers competitive pricing
for clients and business for transport operators.
Abhinav Chaudhary, COO of Truxapp, says: “The
technology is stabilising the market. It acts as a single point
of contact for customers looking for the lowest possible
rates, while also ensuring supply of services through peaks
and troughs in the market. We give the truck owners the
highest uptime for their fleets.”
Despite being located in the global oil region, various
transport operators in the UAE are investing in biofuel –
something the broader African region hasn’t yet done.
The UAE division of McDonald’s has proved to be a leader

in biofuels. In 2011, the fast-food chain made a commitment
to recycling its waste cooking oil into biofuel for its vehicles.
This year, the McDonald’s biofuel-powered fleet marked
ten-million kilometres. Biofuels are more environmentally
friendly and extend the engine life of a vehicle, due to the
superior lubricity of cooking oil.
The UAE is also focusing on providing an environment
ideal for start-up companies. Tax-free economic zones
have been around for centuries, but not many countries
take full advantage of this initiative aimed at encouraging
economic activities through taxing companies very lightly,
or not at all. The UAE has a total of 49 tax-free zones that
cater for a range of industries including logistics and related
services.
The Khalifa Industrial Zone Abu Dhabi (KIZAD) has
also launched its 17 000 m2 free-zone warehouses. The
units range from 380 to 761 m2 and are ideal for startup companies. The warehouses are aimed at trading
and export, third-party logistics, freight forwarders and
distribution companies.
While investment in technology is important for the
region, the UAE government is also revising its approach
to road safety with a vision of zero fatalities per 100 000
people by 2020. Trucks in the UAE are currently responsible
for 11 percent of all accidents in Dubai with 55 percent of
these accidents occurring at night.
One approach to addressing road safety is removing
the buffer from the speed limits. In the past, drivers could
exceed the speed limit by 20 km/h before they were fined.
This grace speed has now been removed. While drivers
might have to travel more slowly, the adoption of new
technology in the UAE is definitely not slowing down any
time soon. F
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global focus news
H a il t h e F -M a x , t h e Hagi a So p hi a o f t ru c ks !
By now you will have heard the news: the F-Max from
Ford Trucks is the 2019 International Truck of the Year
(IToY)! This announcement caused huge waves at the
IAA last month ... IToY has traditionally been dominated
by the so-called Seven Sisters (the seven big European
companies, namely Mercedes-Benz, MAN, Volvo,
Scania, Renault, Iveco and DAF). The last time that the
award was won by an “outsider” so to speak was back
in 1982 – when the Ford Cargo took the laurels.
Accordingly, the choice was interesting – and
somewhat controversial. However, having spent time
behind the wheel of the F-Max with the rest of the
IToY jury, I can assure you that the award was most
deserving. The F-Max is a truly terrific truck.
I drove the F-Max in Istanbul, which happens to
be home to yet another Turkish icon: Hagia Sophia,
one of the Seven Wonders of the Medieval World.
While there, it occurred to me that there are many
similarities between the truck and the church. Allow
me to explain...
First, there is the development time. There have
actually been three Hagia Sophias. The first was
constructed in 360 AD, and then burned down after
a public riot. The second was constructed in 415 AD.
Then it was demolished in 532 AD, after a public
riot. (It seems the Turks did a lot of rioting back then.)
So, for the purpose of this article (and because it’s
the only Hagia Sophia that is still standing) I will refer

to the third church, which was built by a chap called
Emperor Justinianos.
He commissioned the construction of the church,
which was completed in just five years, opening
for worship on December 27, 537. Five years is a
remarkably short time for construction of a structure
such as Hagia Sophia. Mostly, it takes much, much
longer. Take, for instance, Barcelona’s Sagrada Familia.
Work started in 1882 and it’s still not complete.
Now let’s swing from churches back to trucks.
What’s interesting with the F-Max is that it was also
developed in a remarkably short time: five years,
exactly like Hagia Sophia. Yet, just like the biggest
church constructed by the East Roman Empire, this
truck is something quite special.
Let’s start out by the most obvious – and least
important aspect to truckers: the looks. Hagia Sophia
is quite magnificent. So, too, is the F-Max in its own
way. Lots of people have commented that it looks
quite Scandinavian. Those people are spot-on right. It
does look Nordic – both inside and out. This is not a
coincidence. The designers at Ford Trucks wanted a
clean look – and they most certainly achieved it.
I think that the exterior is stylish and elegant and, as
I discovered on my test drive in Turkey, fellow truckers
agree. Wherever I drove, I was greeted by enthusiastic
hooting, the thumbs-up and (shriek) fellow truckers
taking pics of “my” F-Max. The shriek is there because

A b ov e : Pictured at the awards function (from left) are: Turgay Durak, member of the board of directors at Ford
Otosan; Haydar Yenigün, general manager of Ford Otosan; Gianenrico Griffini, president of IToY; Lisa King, deputy
general manager of Ford Otosan; Burak Gökçelik, product development assistant general
manager of Ford Otosan; Serhan Turfan, assistant general manager
of Ford Trucks; and Oğuz Toprakoğlu,
CFO of Ford Otosan.
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they took the pics while driving their (lesser) trucks.
I also had a madman in a Fiat pull in front of me and
then stop – dead – in order to take pics of the F-Max.
Luckily the brakes on the truck are quite brilliant,
otherwise I would have driven right over the triggerhappy Turk and his Fiat too.
Similarly, the interior is clean and attractive.
However, this truck is much more than a pretty face.
Like Hagia Sophia (its magnificent interior also boasts
superb acoustics), the F-Max is enormously practical.
I really like the walk-through cab and the
2 160 mm floor-to-ceiling height. The storage areas
are absolutely terrific, because they are really usable
(you don’t battle to reach into anything). The designers
have even included overhead bins (just like the
storage bins you find on aircraft).
The instrumentation is clear and easy to navigate.
There’s also an easy-to-use 7,2-inch LCD multimedia
touchscreen, which displays anything and everything
from tyre pressures and axle loads to the driver’s
performance.
Equally impressive is the lack of cabin noise. I was
privileged to be able to tour Hagia Sophia at night.
It’s incredibly serene then. The interior of the F-Max
is similar; it’s surprisingly quiet. It feels much like a
passenger car.
Even the engine is quieter than expected. The F-Max is
equipped with an in-line six-cylinder, 12,7-litre, Ford Ecotorq
Euro-6 engine rated at 373 kW (500 hp) in combination
with the ZF 12-speed Traxon automatic gearbox.

There’s more than enough power and torque
(2 500 Nm) on offer. I easily soared past lots and lots
of trucks on steep gradients during my test drive
(my F-Max was loaded to 40 t, just in case you’re
wondering).
The chaps from Ford Trucks told me that, in testing,
they’d achieved 27 l/100 km. Of that I have no doubt. I
didn’t even come close to that. However, truth be told,
I’m probably the least economical truck driver in the
world (patience is not my strong point).
Like the trucks that we drive from the Seven Sisters,
the F-Max is loaded with technology and safety
features. It offers full connectivity as well as a lanedeparture warning system, active emergency brake
system, speed limiter, adaptive cruise control, EcoRoll, GPS-based predictive cruise control functions,
an electronic stability program and hill-launch assist.
Should the Seven Sisters be worried about this
newcomer? I would say so. Historians write that, on
Hagia Sophia’s opening day, Emperor Justinianos
entered the temple and said, “My Lord, thank you
for giving me chance to create such a worshipping
place,” and followed with the words “Süleyman, I beat
you,” referring to Süleyman’s (King Solomon’s) temple
in Jerusalem.
One cannot help but wonder if the chaps from Ford
Trucks could be uttering these words one day...

Le f t: Mayhem on the Ford Trucks stand at the IAA after the winner of the International
Truck of the Year was announced.
Right: The new Ford F-Max has many traits in common with Haga Sophia, an
engineering marvel of its time.
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R e nau lt tos s e s i ts h at i n to t h e e l ec t r i c r i n g — ag ai n
I’ve been writing about electric trucks a lot this year. In
fact, I hardly ever pen a Global Focus column that does
not contain coverage of electric trucks – for good reason.
Many of the major European truck makers — Daimler,
Volvo, MAN and DAF — have blown their electric truck
trumpets this year.
However, the path to electric propulsion has not been
smooth. And, to be perfectly honest, operators haven’t
exactly rushed forwards to place their orders.
However, I didn’t realise just how challenging the
introduction of electric vehicles has been until I visited
Renault Trucks in Lyon last month. The company has truly
been a trailblazer within the field of electric propulsion.
While it launched its first-generation electric trucks ten
years ago, it sold grand total of 40 in the last decade. No,
that’s neither a typo nor a bad joke.
Now, I don’t know about the rest of you, but, were I the
boss of Renault Trucks, I could be tempted to put my
electric trucks into hibernation. After all, one does not need
to be a rocket scientist to realise that Renault must have
sunk a bucket load of money into its electric trucks ... only
to be rewarded by massive losses.
Thankfully (for the planet), I’m not the boss of the
company. That’s the task of its president, Bruno Blin, and
he’s not backtracking when it comes to electric trucks.
To the contrary, he actually took the decision to invest
goodness knows how many euros in the brand’s second
generation of electric trucks!
I drove the second-generation Renault Trucks D Wide
ZE and also the new Master electric. A third electric
vehicle — the Renault Trucks D ZE — completes the
company’s latest e-vehicle line-up, meaning it now offers
a comprehensive range of vehicles for city use ... with
capacities from 3,1 to 26 t.
Blin is understandably proud of the vehicles and his
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team. “We have been field testing electric trucks with our
customer-partners in order to garner crucial information
about usage, battery behaviour, charging facilities and
specific maintenance requirements for ten years now.
“Ten years ago, we were the pioneers in promoting
electric trucks to improve city air quality. Today, we can
offer a range of electric vehicles with proven performance,
and the experts in our network are ready to help our
customers to transition to electro-mobility. Ten years ago
we were pioneers; today we are experts,” he says.
That is a big claim, but the proof of the pudding lies in
the driving.
So, how do these new vehicles fare? Brilliantly. The silent
yet powerful Renault Master ZE, which was launched to
the world at the IAA last month, is superb to drive. As is
the case with many electric vehicles, there is masses of
torque on tap immediately ... so the vehicle is extremely
responsive.
Ideal for last-mile deliveries, this intercity vehicle boasts
33 kWh lithium-ion batteries that take just six hours to
charge. Its loading volume is the same as a conventional
diesel Renault Master as the batteries are mounted under
the front seats.
To protect the driver and the load and keep citydwellers safe, the Master ZE is outfitted with a reversing
camera, reversing radar system and wide-view mirror as
standard features.
The Master is powered by
a 57 kW electric motor,
which delivers

globa l foc us

maximum torque of 225 Nm. It does a top speed of 100 km/h
(you get there really fast!) and it offers a real-world operating
range of 120 km.
The 16-t Renault Trucks D ZE and 26-t Renault Trucks D
Wide ZE, on the other hand, are ideal for urban deliveries
and refuse collection.
Like the Master, the trucks (which will be available next
year) are blissful to drive. Incidentally, I am not the only
person who thinks this way. While at the event in Lyon, I
chatted to transport operators running the first-generation
electric Renault trucks. They confided that, once a driver
has tasted electric, he or she is most unlikely to want to ever
return to diesel. I totally get this. It’s lovely to drive a truck that
is both responsive and quiet.
The medium-duty Renault Trucks ZE vehicle has an
operating range of up to 300 km depending on usage and
battery configuration. As we all know, batteries are still
terribly expensive. So, as is the case with the electric Volvo
trucks that I reviewed earlier this year, customers will be
encouraged to select as many batteries as they need. If, for
instance, they only need a range of 200 km, it’s just plain silly
to pay for batteries that offer a range of 300 km.
Available in two wheelbases (4 400 mm and 5 300 mm),
the D ZE has a 185 kW electric motor (offering 130 kW of
continuous output). The maximum torque of the electric
motor is 425 Nm while maximum torque to the rear axle is
16 kNm. Up to 300 kWh of energy storage is available from
the lithium-ion batteries.
The D WIDE ZE, on the other hand, comes with one
wheelbase: 3 900 mm. It has two electric motors with
a total rating of 370 kW (260 kW of continuous output).
Maximum torque of the electric motors is a
whopping 850 Nm (it’s such a blast to drive

this vehicle; the straight on the test track was actually too
short for us to fully enjoy its performance). Maximum torque
to the rear axle is 28 kNm. It boasts 200 kWh lithium-ion
batteries and a real-world operating range of up to 200 km.
Thanks to rapid DC charging, the lithium-ion batteries in
the D ZE and D Wide ZE can be fully charged in as little as
one to two hours via the 150 kW Combo CCS connector.
For overnight AC charging, it takes 12 hours to fully charge
a 300-kWh battery via a three-phase, 380V, 32A industrial
power socket.
For maximum flexibility in terms of usage and bodywork,
both trucks are equipped with a power take-off and a
standard mechanical interface.
While these vehicles are astoundingly good, one question
must be asked: will Renault actually be able to sell them?
After all, electric trucks that don’t sell won’t generate profits
for the truck maker. They also won’t save the planet.
I think the answer to this question is yes. There is absolutely
no question that they make both sense and cents in certain
applications.
The Master will be ideal for inner-city deliveries. The trucks,
on the other hand, are simply perfect for niche applications
such as refuse removals (where the stop start nature of the
application is guaranteed to deliver scary fuel consumption
figures with diesel trucks).
Looking further into the future, these vehicles will sell as
some cities — most notably in Europe — ban diesel vehicles
from city centres.
Furthermore, sales will be encouraged by battery prices
that are falling faster than ever before and electric
drivetrains that are much more efficient than the
outdated diesel technology. One thing is certain: the
future is electric!

Left : The full Renault e-vehicle range, which extends from 3,1 to 26 t.
Ri ght : Charleen Clarke begins her test drive of the D WIDE ZE.
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short hauls
Eic h er marc h e s o n
Having entered the South African market during 2016
and launched its first vehicle 14 months ago, Volvo Eicher
Commercial Vehicles (VECV) has seen higher levels of
acceptance than expected – and entered a new market
segment.
According to Mark Diab, director: sales and marketing,
VECV South Africa, the brand has seen good acceptance
of its Pro 3000 Series, launched in August 2017. “Our stock
allocation moved quite fast – we were all sold out by
January. Our four-tonner has been a good success story,”
he notes.
The company hopes to replicate this success as it
moves into the heavy commercial vehicle segment with
the launch of the Pro 6000 Series. The range will be
made up of the 6016 freight carrier with a 16-t gross
vehicle mass (GVM) and eight-tonne payload, as well
as the 6025 25-t construction models, which include a
10 m3 tipper.
Surender Singh, vice president and country head, VECV
South Africa, says: “The Eicher Pro 6000 Series marks a
milestone in the journey of Eicher Trucks in South Africa,
entering the heavy-duty commercial vehicle industry.
“The trucks have undergone rigorous endurance and

performance testing for more than 100 000 km in South
Africa. Together with strong support solutions, the new
series promises to deliver maximum lifetime profitability
to customers and fast-track their business growth.”
Singh expresses his confidence in this statement, by
adding that numerous features were added to the vehicle
during its homologation as a result of customer feedback
– for example, the air-suspended driver’s seat. While it is
positioned as a mid-tier vehicle in the segment, the Pro
6000 Series offers features worth approximately R60 000
as standard, when compared to its competitors...
“We’ve done extensive research into the segment’s
buying patterns and what to offer,” Singh comments,
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adding that a number of variants can be configured from
the common base vehicle.
Depending on the model, the Pro 6000 runs either the
VEDX5 or VEDX8 engine, designed in collaboration with
the Volvo Group. These engines are equipped with the
Volvo Group’s latest Engine Management System (EMS
3.0) that maximises performance in various operating
conditions.
The Pro 6000 can produce power and torque figures in
the region of 157 kW (210 hp) and 825 Nm. The six-speed
manual transmission on the 6016 freight carrier receives
a larger clutch and booster, while the 6025 receives a
nine-speed ZF gearbox and Meritor rear axle. Dual s-cam
brakes are fitted.

Significantly, the Pro 6000 Series cab is adapted from
Japanese design and meets AIS 029 safety standards.
The chassis frame is made from Domex steel.
Singh comments that in independent testing at Gerotek,
the Pro 6000 Series returned fuel consumption figures
that were on average ten-percent lower than the nearest
competitor. Further aiding a low cost of ownership and
downtime is the 40 000 km service interval, while parts
pricing has been kept between ten and 20-percent lower
than the competition.
Singh believes that it is this focus on the customer’s
needs that has resulted in Eicher exceeding its own
expectations in these first few years in the local market.
“We know that in South Africa you get only one chance
to not mess up. So we made a big investment in terms
of parts availability and distribution with Bidvest BPL. We
have trained 408 technical staff and are expanding our
current network of 15 dealers.
“The acceptance of the product is also due to our
research and extensive testing. We are serious about this
market,” he says. So much so, in fact, that the brand is
currently investigating local production.

short h auls

Bo osti n g b u s i ne s s w i t h
sma rt d e l i v e ry
It can be difficult to carve out a competitive advantage
in today’s cutthroat business environment. For some
companies, investments have been focused on creating
digital advantage or improved processes.
While all those strategies have their place, says Morné
Stoltz, MiWay head of business insurance, there could
be a far simpler way to put a business ahead of the
competition...
“Deliver the goods, in a very literal sense,” he comments.
“By now, it should be no secret that people are willing to
pay for convenience. In fact, many of the digital initiatives
we see today are succeeding because of the convenience
they provide. Take the Uber model, for example. Even
more convenient, your Uber shows up when you need it.”
Stoltz says that, no matter the business, bringing goods
to customers saves them time, makes it easier for them
to buy and has the added effect of establishing further
rapport to build trusted relationships.
“Extend the Uber concept to physical goods, no matter
what they may be, and it is not difficult to see how a
delivery service can easily put a big smile on customers’
faces,” he adds.
According to Forbes, the internet has made today’s
shoppers accustomed to instant gratification. While
physical goods obviously cannot be accessed at a click,
there is no doubt that speedy delivery has become a
driver of competitive advantage.
While anything from a bakkie or truck could do the job in
terms of delivery, Stoltz suggests that companies should
not forget about the smaller options: “For those providing
smaller items, scooters or motorbikes are a great option,
as they enable convenience when customers might
most need it: during rush hour or when there is a lack of
parking.”
Stoltz notes, however, that that a big question would
be whether to handle deliveries in house or to use a third
party.
“There are pros and cons, but there is an increasing trend
for many smaller businesses to make use of specialised
logistics operations. This means no capital, wages or
insurance and management issues. It is important for
companies to choose a delivery partner whose service
ethos matches their own,” he says.
Stoltz adds: “Whatever option is chosen, small
companies must understand the risk and have the right
kind of business insurance in place. It is also a good idea
to have the ability to monitor deliveries in real time.
“Customers are quite prepared to pay a slight premium
to get what they want, right to their front door,” he
concludes.

To p - en d fleet
man agemen t fo r a
to p - en d fleet
Ctrack’s comprehensive fleet-management solution
has been fitted to all trucks in the Time Link Cargo fleet.
The telematics solution gives Time Link Cargo a full
range of services, including visibility of who and what is
being transported in the company’s trucks at any given
time.
Time Link Cargo’s immediate need was for complete
security of its trucks and loads, primarily due to the
value of cargo transported and the length of time spent
on the road.
The Ctrack solution also
enhances safety for Time
Link Cargo’s drivers and
provides additional security
for the company’s supply
chain operation.
It consists of a fleetmanagement tracking unit,
integrated cameras on
trucks and trailers, an in-cab
routing device, jamming
detection technology and
trailer tracking.
“The Ctrack solution
provides a one-stop shop that enhances our fleetmanagement capabilities,” says Time Link Cargo CEO,
Kamal Mitoo. “It allows us to stay on top of our fleet’s
risk elements and productivity. It also contributes to the
safety of our drivers and crew members.”
Ctrack’s camera surveillance solution has given the
transporter the 24-hour visibility it was looking for via
three cameras inside each truck: one in the cab, one
forward-facing and the other at the rear of the vehicles.
The solution includes real-time video reporting,
snapshot and video remote search and video
downloads of incidents via Wi-Fi. It makes it possible
to corroborate details of accidents, and give trusted
accounts, recordings and snapshots before, during and
after incidents.
Furthermore, Ctrack’s fleet-monitoring software,
jamming-detection devices and wireless trailer-tracking
systems have assisted in combating hijacking. This
has given peace of mind to Time Link Cargo drivers,
especially while moving through high-risk areas.
“As a company that puts its clients’ safety first, we are
pleased to see how effectively Time Link Cargo is using
our full suite of solutions to gain complete visibility of
its fleet operations,” concludes Hein Jordt, MD of Ctrack
South Africa.
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The f utu r e o f tr an s p o rt,
acco rdin g to Vo lvo
Volvo Trucks has presented a new transport solution
that will contribute to a much more efficient, safer and
cleaner future.
“The full potential of the transport industry is yet to
be seen. Everything suggests that the global need for
transportation will continue to significantly increase in
the coming decade. If we are to meet this demand in a
sustainable and efficient way, we must find innovative
solutions,” says Claes Nilsson, president of Volvo Trucks.
“The transport system we are developing can be an
important complement to today’s solutions and can
help meet many of the challenges faced by society,
transport companies and transport buyers,” he adds.

Volvo Trucks’s future transport solution makes use of
autonomous electric vehicles, linked to a cloud service
and a transport control centre, for regular and repetitive
tasks characterised by relatively short distances,
large volumes of goods and high delivery precision.
Transport operations between logistics hubs are typical
examples. As tractor units, they are compatible with
existing trailers.
The vehicles are designed to locate their current
position within centimetres, monitor in detail, analyse
what is happening with other road users, and then
respond with high accuracy. Vehicles that operate on
the same route cooperate to create optimal flow.
The transport control centre continuously monitors
the progress of the transport and keeps an accurate
watch of each vehicle’s position, the batteries’ charge,
load content, service requirements and several other
parameters.
“Our system can be seen as an extension of the
advanced logistics solutions that many industries
already apply. Since we use autonomous vehicles with
no exhaust emissions and low noise, their operation can
take place at any time whether day or night.
“The solution employs existing road infrastructure
and load carriers, making it easier to recoup costs,
thus allowing for integration with existing operations,”
comments Mikael Karlsson, vice president Autonomous
Solutions.

Watch the Volvo soluti on i n ac ti on

Co mmerc i al vehi c le sale s
r ep o rt fo r Au gu s t 2018
Note: For the time being, Mercedes-Benz SA (MBSA) will only
report aggregated sales data. The MBSA commercial vehicle
market split volumes are estimates based on historical trends
and forecasting techniques.
Light Commercial Vehicles < 3 501 kg
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles South Africa
Ford Motor Company
GWM
Hyundai Automotive SA
Isuzu Motors South Africa
JMC
Kia South Africa
Mahindra
Mazda South Africa
Mitsubishi
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Nissan
Peugeot Citroën South Africa
Renault
Suzuki Auto
Tata
Toyota
Volkswagen SA

Total: 13 956
40
2 587
182
338
1 542
38
112
340
21
42
87
2 966
1
5
41
35
5 116
463

Medium Commercial Vehicles 3 501 – 8 500 kg
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles South Africa
Ford Motor Company
Hyundai Automotive SA
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
JMC
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Peugeot Citroën South Africa
Tata
Toyota
VECV South Africa
Volkswagen SA

Total: 702
1
5
25
152
84
12
163
3
28
179
2
48

Heavy Commercial Vehicles 8 501 – 16 500 kg
FAW
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
MAN Automotive
Powerstar
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Tata
Toyota
VECV South Africa
Volvo Group Southern Africa

Total: 507
74
115
6
1
1
48
42
100
7
113

Extra-Heavy Commercial Vehicles > 16 500 kg
Babcock DAF
FAW
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
MAN Automotive
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Powerstar
Scania
Tata
Toyota
Volvo Group Southern Africa

Total: 1 250
24
38
26
30
181
256
58
207
33
40
357

Buses > 8 500 kg
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
MAN Automotive
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Scania
Tata
Volvo Group Southern Africa

Total: 102
1
16
31
13
29
2
10

*Source: National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa (Naamsa).
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Fo c us o n IPTNs

In a state of delay…
The i mplementat ion of I nt egr at ed P ub l i c T r a n sp o rt N e t wo r ks (IPTNs) i n S o u t h A f r i ca
has proved d if f ic ult for m os t of t h e 1 3 c i t i e s t h at e mba r ke d o n t h e p ro c e ss bac k
i n 20 07. Mi kh a il M a nuel a nd Roger B e h r e n s f ro m t h e C e n t r e fo r T r a n sp o rt S t u di e s,
Uni ver s it y of Ca pe Town, s t u di e d t h r e e syst e ms to t ry f i n d o u t w hy

n their study: Success and delay in IPTN
projects: case study analysis of three
South African cities, the authors looked at
the IPTN systems in the cities of George,
Nelson Mandela Bay and Tshwane – three
of the five cities (of the original 13) that have
managed to install service operations.
“A decade after the 2007 Public Transport Strategy and
Action Plan (PTSAP), it is now apparent that its milestones
towards the objective of replacing minibus-taxi services
with scheduled city-wide bus rapid transit (BRT) networks
have not, and will not, be achieved,” comment the authors.
“At the end of 2017, all three IPTNs [examined herein]
were experiencing lower than expected operational
performance, higher than expected infrastructural cost,
longer than expected implementation timelines and higher
than expected industry transformation costs. Case study
analysis indicates that these outcomes have been the
product of a range of underlying factors, most dominant of
which have been institutional in nature,” they add.
This is a summary of what was revealed:

I

Go G eorg e IPTN (G eo rge )
“Prior to 2007, the GoGeorge project presented itself as
a cost-effective public transport solution that brought
together different spheres of government and the paratransit
industry, to achieve the goals of national government with
minimal assistance needed from the fiscus. It appeared to
be a truly transformational project in multiple spheres,” the
authors say about the George system.
However, the system launched almost three years
later than intended and has failed to reach its predicted
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passenger trips per day (51 628 predicted versus 12 400
actual in 2016/17), as well as its predicted annual fare
revenue (R120,5 million predicted versus R37,3 million
actual in 2016/17).
In their analysis, it was found that GoGeorge fell short on
only two of its design criteria: it had not provided access
to 85 percent of the urban built environment, because its
fourth phase is yet to be launched, nor had it implemented
electronic fare payment.
“A series of key events caused the delay in the GIPTN,” it
is noted. “First, a taxi-industry compensation precedent was
set by other cities that were implementing the 2007 PTSAP,
which diverted attention to the major cities in preparation
for the 2010 World Cup. This changed the course of the
GIPTN project and, between 2007 and 2011, progress on the
GIPTN slowed. When the project started again, conditions
had changed completely.
“Second, as a result of the increased industry
transformation costs, the George local municipality
sourced financial support from the National Department
of Transport (NDoT) and National Treasury, which came
with two conditions that caused both time delays and
cost escalations. The fleet ownership conditions delayed
negotiations, which, in turn, delayed the launch date. The
universal access vehicle conditions increased both the
capital and operations cost.”

Lib ho ngo l e t hu IPTN ( Ne l so n Ma nde l a
Bay )
“The Libhongolethu IPTN had a promising start in 2007,
however it quickly unravelled through a gradual breakdown
of trust and the relationship between the minibus-taxi

Focus on IPTNs

woes from its inception in 2010,” note the authors. As the
project unfolded, various issues caused numerous delays.
These included concerns raised by the NDoT about the
original 2009 Operational Plan, which delayed the project
by two years, and a 2012 decision to change the Hatfield
complementary loop into a Hatfield-CBD trunk route, again
due to NDoT concerns.
“The decision to adapt the original plan to run Line 2A
(between Hatfield and the CBD) in Phase 1 was made
in-lieu of national government concerns over progress. This
adaption lead to higher than expected infrastructure costs
and lower than expected system ridership, which increased
the industry transition costs.
“The opposition to the initial Line 2B infrastructural plan
in the public participation process continued to contribute

industry and the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality,”
comment the authors. The result was that, by the end of
2017, only the system’s 2013 pilot-phase operations had
been run.
The pilot was launched more than two years later
than intended and the services were terminated after ten
months. No bus has run since the conclusion of the pilot
phase.
“It is posited that the IPTN project is delayed because
of a lack of capacity within the municipality to sufficiently
prevent corrupt practices from infiltrating municipality
processes. This proposition is found on the basis of the
many allegations of corruption coming from different
sources,” they continue.
The authors note a particular success of the
Libhongolethu IPTN being the fact that the minibus-taxi
industry was able to unite under one body (Laph’umilanga,
a secondary cooperative, which was mandated to negotiate
with government on behalf of the taxi industry) and operate
formal services, with some assistance, during the World
Cup.
The intention was to negotiate during the World Cup
for the post-World Cup IPTS operations, but, by July
2010, the negotiations had not taken place. As a result,
the buses were parked in Motherwell, a suburb on the
outskirts of the city, where they have been gathering dust
ever since.
Further sources of failure include unfulfilled promises of
payment, allegations of funding misappropriation, and a
subsequent court case and vetting requirements.
“Ultimately, these events demonstrate a lack of trust
and relationship, which are essential elements in any
negotiation,” the authors note.

A R e Y eng IPTN ( T s h wa n e )
Phase 1A, the only operational phase of A Re Yeng at the
time of the study, was launched in November 2014, eight
months late. Phase 1 is yet to be implemented in its entirety.
The system is not meeting its predicted daily passenger
trips (127 000 predicted versus 4 500 actual in 2016/17)
nor its annual fare revenue (R254 million predicted versus
R5,952 million actual in 2016/17).
“The A Re Yeng IPTN seemed to be plagued by planning

to the delays at the end of 2017. Therefore, it is posited that
a contributing factor to the delay of the A Re Yeng IPTN
is the lack of capacity within the City of Tshwane to make
planning decisions that are cognisant of complex longterm implications,” the authors note.

Co nc lusio n
“The objectives of the 2007 Public Transport Strategy and
Action Plan have not been achieved in full. The minibus-taxi
industries in all three cases had been partially transformed,
while none of the IPTN systems were implemented within
their initial timelines. None of the IPTN systems achieved all
their design criteria,” the authors comment.
“Collectively, the three case studies point to capacity
constraints within government.
“The key to the success or delay of a comprehensive
reform project is government’s capacity to both develop
project plans that are appropriate for the context as well as
its capacity to implement these plans,” they conclude. F
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in the next issue
You have a lot to look forward to! Don’t miss these amazing features in the next issue of
Tyres
Buses,
coaches
and
World onstories
Wheels:
Used
vehicles
FOCUS ON
TRANSPORT. Issue
9 will
be packed
with fabulous
and articles.
Look
out for:

public transport

China

Is expensive better, or cheap
cheerful? When it comes to
tyres, you may have to be
weary of your upfront costs to
save down the road...

A recent protest called
for government to grant
pensioners and learners
public transport coupons,
following the recent spike
in fuel prices and public
transport fares.

Truck drivers are struggling
while warehouses become
more automated and the
country revives its “Silk
Road” trade route.

What should you look out
for when buying an out of
warranty used truck? Are you
entitled to vehicle inspection?
If so, what are the best
avenues?

Focus on eHCV

Aftermarket
focus

Transport
solutions

Vehicle maintenance
and parts

The extra-heavy commercial
vehicle segment is the
backbone of South Africa’s
trucking industry. What is the
current state of the segment?

With higher levels of
electrification being
installed into modern
vehicles, fighting a vehicle
fire needs to be handled
with extra care.

We look at some of the
ways in which transport
operators can reduce their
cost of ownership through
transport solutions.

Many vehicle operators run
their own, in-house workshops
– but do they comply with the
correct regulations in terms
of environmental, health and
safety law?
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Low
total costs

Greater
safety

Maximised
use

The new Actros will never stop
delivering on Low Total Costs.
Up to 6% fuel saving
+ FleetBoard Performance Analysis
+ Low maintenance costs
Low Total Costs is the sum of the details.
Discover more at www.mercedes-benz.co.za/trucks
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